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To Our Readers:

TheJanuary, April, and June 1978,issues of the Newsletter on Science,
4__./

Technology, and Huitan Values wil/ be distributed without charge to

A ,

1) 'our.present subscribers, and '-
.....,

.
c

,..2) other persons\or institutions who have, been 4. en ified as,

interested in the area of science and,ethi s. '-,

If yOu do not wish to receive the April and June iss please n til.fy us

immediatelp\ Iryou have received more than one copy, pease pass the extra

Newsletter(s): on to a colleague.

4

Free distribution is madepoessible bj a grant from the National Endowment

for the Humanities. -,
s,

.,
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2 I. -NEWS ITEMS

A. Hastings Center,Project.on the Teaching of Ethics
' . .

The Haitings Center (Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life

Sciences) ,has recently initiated a comprehensive study of the teaching of

ethics in Amrican.higher education. Encompassing both the undergraduate

and professional levels, the pioject'is expected to take-three years and

is being conducted with support from the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation.

I)

The HaStingsSCenter has-provided-theN Newsletter with the following descrip-

tion of the projecNs.rationale'ind o jectives:
1

4

. V

"The past few years have seen a staggetng increase in the number of

Courses, programs, books and newsletters denoted to the subject of ethics.

Factors such as Vietnam,' Watergate, the rising coats of scientifi re- ,,
,

search and medical, care,,and the civil rights movemgnts of blacks, women

and other minorities have forced educators
/

to'devote'curricular attention

to. the nature of ethics, values, and morals in our society.

"In some instances entire disciplines have-arisen to address the

ethics). conundrums and dilemmas of a spepialized field-or profession: i.e.,

bioethics environmental ethics, technology and society programs, etc. In

some cases..traditional approathes to questions of values in the domains,of

the humanities and social sciences.have bieen redirected toward addressing

°contemporary-areas of contention. One need only think, of the number of

courses and books being utilized by philosophers, lawyers, historians, and

sociologists on such diverse but thorny topics as animal liberation, the

-oublic palicyislues raised by the energy crisis, the regulatidn of scien-

tific inquiry, life-boat ethics, institutionalization of the deviant and

. asp on. The moral problems of our day have entered the consciousness of

educators and,stuAsd.ts and forced a reorganization and re-examination of

the teaching of ethics-ih the undergraduate, graduate and professional

school curriculum.

"Because of the increasing prominence of ethics in Am rican higher

-education, this is a pa, ticularly propitious title to under ke a major
-

/ systematic and reflect ve'examinat±on of the possibilities and pitfalls of

introducing ethics in an 6plicit manner into education. The goals of the

'new.Hastings,'Center project are threefold: (1) io analyze the possibili-

tfia,1 and.prOblems posed by current efforts to introduce ethics into the

rriculum in both' traditional and experimental ways; (2) to prepare a

report that s&r_ye current teaching of ethics and contain..a critique

of these efforts; and (3) to define some of the necessary components for

prograMs designed to introduce ethics to students in 'various field and

professionsi I
,

I
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"While patticular subject matters may differ -'say from medicine to
public p'olicy, or from environmental science to journalism- the problems
of teaching ethics in these'areas appear to be similar, if not identical.

, There are the same questions about-competence to teach the subject, the
same debates about-whetheT'ethics or values can or should be taught, the
same pedagogical dilemmas, the same 'questions of motive, aim and inten-
tion, and the same possibilities for confusion, abuse and misunderstanding.
It is alAl'evident that regardless of the subject matter or profession most
of the.same *tbstantive issue's arise - the relationship between private and
public morality, the rights of individuals vs. the rights of society, ques-

,

tIons of discrimination, conflicting obligations and duties'as a result of
professional roles, issues.of ruth-telling, lying, deception; coercion,
and debates about the possibi ty of universal versus' contextual ethical
norms and standards. In brie , despitethe obvious differences between
teaching,undergraduate science majors and business schpol studentsWe
feel that, prima facie, the teaching -of ethics in itself raises sufficient
general problems to permit fruitful inquiry into the subject.

*.4
.

"Our project, under the jbint directorship of'Daniel Callahan of the
HastineCenter and Sissela Bok of the Harvard Medical.School, will hold
a series of meetings during the next two years for.persons actively en- -

gagedin the teaching of ethics. The project has an Advisory Groupcom-.*
posed of Derek Bok, President, Harvard University; Martin Trove, Directors

'I' Center for the Study of Higher Education, University of California at

Berkeley; George Bonham, Editor7in-Chief, Change magazine; and Paul Freund,
Professor of Law, Harvard University. A core group of expert6 and educa-
tors; and a large number of invited guests with special or unique teaching

. interests, wilt address some-of the key problemsraAeed'in teaching, ethics.
Oimultangously,4 under the direction of. Arthur Caplan, Associate for the
Humanities at the Hastings Center, the project will compile informatiOn on

' courses, syllabi, bibliographies, professional meetings and programs.
Pr

UltiMately, the project should'be able to provide bibliographies and other
,pertinent informatibn to persons with, an interest, in the teaching of ethics -
and,to,prbduce a set,of r' al s udieg on key themes. Sometime during
1979, the project will cui in with a workshop fon ednOitors, aimed at
`fUrthering the requisite skills and abilities for teaching- in.this area''

`1. .1
. -

.
-, iv Project members welcome suggestions or substantiye information regard,/
in on- gong, programs or a4ivities ini the teaching 61 ethic A at the . .

college or professional school level.' Inquiries'or releVaA information
should be directed toy Arthur_Caplan, Associate for the Humanities, Hap-
'sings Center, 360Broadway, Hastings-on-Hudson, New:York 1070'.

B. Archive on Recombinant DNA-Controversy

_ , .

TiheMIT Oval History Program-has announced the 'supplemental deposit .

of archival material on the recombinant DNA controversy, Rrov1T4ing a full
range of resources for the study of this important3issne. The followink,
MateriAs are available for research in-the Institute'Archiyes at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology: (1) transcripts of.tape-recorded
interviews with -scientists involved in the research; pplicy-makers and

\
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advisors concerned with guidelines, -regulations, and/or.legislation; indi-
viduals who have publicly criticized or 'supported these efforts; and jour-
nalists; (2) documents including minutes, memoranda,. correspondence, re-

- ports, and press clippings and (3) tapes (audio and/or video) of 'meetings,

public forums, cor4rences, and dther events. Additions will be made to

the collection as they are obtained during the coarser of the project,

'Which is scheduledifor final completion in'summer 1978. The Recombinant

DNA History Project is supported by the'MIT Oral History Program and by a
joint-grant from the National Science Foundation (Program on Ethical and
Value Implications of Science and Technology) and the National Endowment
'for the Hui pities (Program of Science, Technology, and Human Values.)
Charles Weiner, Professor of History of Science and Technology, is director .

of the project and Lynnette A. Maloney is project coordinaor. (For further .

information, contact the Oral History Program, .Room 20B-231, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachugetts 02139, (617)253-4067.)

Materials presently available for research include:

Oral History Interviews. 224 hOurs of tape-recorded oral history in-
terviews have been conducted with 86 participants fpm the United States

.and Europe. Forty-five transcripts (2,855 pages) are available for re-
search in the Institute Archives; t4-balance of the interviews are cur-.

gently being processed. Each transcript is accompanied by a table of con-
'tents.

Documents. Over 1600-4tumentS are cbntained in the collection. These
include minute and notes from meetings and dflinformV plannkg sessions,
conference programs and proceedings, transcripts of hearings, manuscripts
of individual points of view given in lecture or print, press releases of

scientific and other concerned groups, committee reports, and drafts of

research tuidelines from several countries. Thecollection of correspon-,

dente includes 1600 photoCopied letters obtained from the interviewees,
organizations,jand other donors. There are also 950 clippings from news

gapers and periodicals,, as well as technical isprinti. A card index exists

for all of these dotuivntd. i or

(Audio and Video Tapes. Also on deposit in the Institute Archives are

2'25'audio and video tapes. Conference sessions, lectures, hearings, media
broadcasts, city council meetings, and other events are among those re- '

corded. Prominent among these are: the meetings of the National Instituted

of Health Recombinant DNA Molecule 'Program AdvisoryCommittee; the meetings
of the Cambridge City Council and the associated Cambridge Laboratory
Experimentation Review Board; and the University of Michigan Forum on
Recombinant DNA Research. 4,

Lists of the interview transcripts, documerkcs, and tapes deposited axe

available from the Institute Archives upon requelt. Ingbiries about use

of the Recombinant DNA History Collection may be addresSed to: Helen,

)lotkin, Institute Archivist, 14N-118, MIT Institute Archives, Cambridge,

MasSacflusetts'02139, (617)253-5688.

4
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C.. Issue on "Limits of scientific Inquiry" to be published by Daedalus
.

. .

4 't 4
: ; , .

"Limits of ScientificInquiry" was the title pf a lively faculty semi-
nar that held bi-weekly meetings during the past academic year, at MIT,.with( '-
th0 participation of faculty members in the Cambridge area, and commuters

'2-
from New York,'Cornell and Washington. The Seminar was run by Professors
'Gerald Holton and Robert'S. Morison as one of the activities of XIT's new
College for Science, Technology And Society. The President and the Pro-

' vost of MIT were among the,Tegular participants in the Meetings. In his
original letter of invitation, tjae Provost sounded the basic. theme:

-------
, ,/--..e" .

. The impulse to undejtake this study,'.O.f which some precursars
existed in'recent'MIT history, has a number,ef components.
Some of these are practical and timely, such as the current

\ discussion concerning the conditions.for research on recombi-
nant DNA or on human subjects., Others have their roots in
basic, long-term, sociological or epistemological changes.
Thus it is now maintained by many that sVentists and scholars

'have long had a bargain with society by which they have pro-
.

duced ideas and devices with few constraints, but that now 1y

this bargain is in danger of breaking down or in need of re-
vision. Understanding the extent and reasons for such changes
should be of interest in its own right, and may also improve
our ability to deal with practical problems some of us are

. .now facing. .

.

..,

Papers presented and discutted at the seminar will form the core of the
'apring 1978 March 'issue of the quarteKly journal'Daedalus. Among the.au-
thors of the essays are David Baltimore, Sissela Bok, Harvey Brooks, Bar-
bara Culliton', Loren Graham, Gerald Holton, Peter Hutt, Leo Marx, Walter
Metzger, Robert S. Morison, Dorothy Nelkin, Don K. Price, Robert'Sinsheimef,

,

.Judith Swazey aid Lynn White, Jr. .

J
. 4

..-'
/

Correspondence concerning the issue should be addressed to Daedalus,
f

Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Scienc4, 165'A1landale St.,
4

,

Jamaica Plain Station, Boston, Massachusetts 02130.
,. 1 -

(

D. NSF Science for Citizens Program, 1978

*In 1978, t&ational Science Foundation Science'for Citizens (SFC)
program. plans to award 15-25 Public Service Science Residencies, 15-25
Public Service Science Internships, and approximately 20 awardi-for forums;
conferences, and workshops.

1k4

4.
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. 'Public Servick Science ResidenciesandInternships enable scientists
and engineers and students* of science and engineering to undertake up to,
a year's activities with citizen groUps 'and other appropriate organizations
in need of their expertise., Residents receive" stipend of $18,000 for a . .

12-1nonth tenure, wittl current salary matched up to a maximum of $25,000;
interhs receive a $6;000 stipend for a 12-month"tenure, ,Twenty-nine. resi-
dency and internship award's were made during the firstyeau.of the pro-
gram.gram. .

-7

Public Service Science Rgbidencies and Internships Brochure, SE 78 -6s1,-
will be available January 1, 1978. Applications must be received by March
la, 1978, anN awards will be announced in late June 1978.

ti

Science for Citizens Forums, Conferences, and orkshops enable non-.

profit organization to bring togethecitizens and cientistg to provide
citizens with access to expertise on science-related policy issues and to
better inform scientists as to those igkues of concer to cltizens. Nine-

teen proposals for foruths, conferences, and %iorkshops eceived awards
.during the.first year of theprogram.

Science for Citizens Forums; Conferences, and Work ops Guide for the
Preparation of Proposals, SE 78 -63, will be ,Available Ja uary 1, 1978. The
deadline for receipt pf preliminary proposals is March 1', 1978; farmal
proposals must be received by May 1, 1978.. _Awards will, b made in,August
1978: . -

.

Requests for copies of the announcements should be dir eted'to_science
for Citizens, Office of Science and Society, gational Seienc Foundation,

Washington, D.C. 20550, (202)282-7770.

.

E. NEH.Summer Seminars for College Teachers

. *

1.

The National Endowment for the Humanities wintsponsor. 122 elpinars.

in the.humanities and the humanistic socialsciences during the comer of

1978 under the aegis of its program of Summer Seminars for Colle Teachers.
Twelve gallege teachers will be'selected to participate in each s:inar,
and each will receive a stipend of $2 500:

The purpose of the program is to provide opportunities for fac ty,

: members of two-year, four-year, and five-year colleges to work unde, the
direction of a distinguished-scholAnd to save access to the colle tions
of a majoi,,research library.

k- .
.

....,

To be eligible, applicants must be teaching either full-time Or .7

time at a private or public undergraduate institution or at; a'judior o

community college. Preference will be,given to those who have been te h-

ing for at.leAst three years and who have not recently had ,the opportun
6use the,resources of a major'library. Faculty',membersOf department
which offer a doctorate will normally not be eligible for this program.

;4-
....

16
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Seminars in e4e field of science, technology,' and human values are
listed below. For, detailed information on particular seminars and for '

application instructions and forts, please write to the seminar directors
at the,ddresses indicated. For a'complete list of seminars to be offered
:across all diSciplines please write to the Divisionlof Fellowships,
National Endowment for the Hdmanities, &06 15th Street, N.W.,-Washington,
D.C. 2,0506.

The application deadline is March 13,`11978.

1=eoncepts of Scientific Explanation," June 12 August 4, 19-78.'s

Univer-
sity,

Achinetein, Department of Philosophy, The Johns Hopkins niver-
sity, Baltimore, Maryland 21218.

This seminar will'consider arguments for and against three general.
approaches to scientific explanation: (1) formalistic accounts gfoposed by
Hempel, Nagel, and,Salmon;(2) contextual viewpoints held by Bromberier
Scriven

)
and Achinstein;. and (3) historical relativism, expressed by Toul-

min. Among the issues to be treated are: the r6rationship between explana-
tion and prediction; whetherNbsolute (theory-neutral) standards of scien-
tific explanation are poSSible, and the ontological characteer of an,exi4anaa_
tion. The results of these Studies will'be 'applied to-particular question's
concerning micro-explanations in physics and chemistry, explanations in
psychology, and functional explanations in biology and vacrious social
sciences. Open to pitlosopherg and to natural and socia1.7ciences with.
some baCkground Inophilosophy.

. ..

"The Medieval World View," june,15 -. August 8, 1978.
'Edward Grant, Departnient of the History and PhikOsoghy of-Science,
,Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

J
V

A detailed examination of the conceptual Model of the physical uni-
verse that, was developed during the late Middle ,Ages. in the Latin West.
Special emphasis will be given to the interaction between the demands o&
a agan natural philosophy, draWn largely from the:Works of Axistoae,
at the requteements and restrictions of a Judaeo- Christian theology; but
th seminar will also examine otter aspects of medieval thought.- physical,
spiritual, occult, and institutional - which cOntributedto the fully de-
veloped world view. Open -to medialists with backgrotinds in history,,
philosophy, science,\literature, illeology,-- or art: \. .

4

'Technology, Society, and
June 19 August 11, 1978.
John G. Burk,. Deparqhnt
Angeles, California 90024.

Thi( ,seminar will focus on tichnological innovation the twentieth
century in the context of he polilical and economic institutions of the

'''

'United States, the values focociety, and individual and national goals..

Readings will treat such sub5ects as the relationship of technology to
Society, theories of technological change; Icial responsibility /in the

. .

development and application of tectologY,%governmental responsibility in

. .

11
.

.

Values in-Twentieth-Cplry Aperica,1

of History, University of California, Lds

ti
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the process of technoloical choice, and technology and the future, Intended
for teachers Of introductOrry or advanced courses in history, social sciences,

and humanities.
.

-

.1 "The FunctionS of Discourse-in Science and-Literature," June 19 .1-

August 11, 1978.
E. Fred Carlisle, Departmen'tbf English, Michigan State University,
East Lansing, Michigan 48824.

,

. '
I

This seminar -will examine the modes of discourse in 'science !and in

.literature and try to arrive at an informed sense of their relationships.
and differences.' Both orthodox formulations and, ecent modifications of

these modes, of disc8urse will, be tonsidergd. Topics,fbr di us on will

,include themes and paradigms in science,,-models and metaphors, yle and

discourse in sekence, the language of literature, and .tie. value of reading
Scientific texts as literary texts are read. Intended forlan interdisci-
plinary audience-of teachers cdwriting,.literature, and,science.

s.'

"Liberty, Equality, andWdelityin'6oethics," June 19 - August 11, .

1978. ,. o.

David H. 'Smith, Department of Religious Studies, Indiana University;
- .Bloomington, Indiana 47/01.

1 ...v

?' 4 -
t .. .

Thisseminat'will surveY:a,number of majdr topics in bioethAS: ex-\
perimentation'on human subjects,-the, relationship between physicihn and
patient,truth and,confidentiality,,eugenics; abortion, death and dying
and the distribution of medical resources. Special emphasis will be

Wen to,te difficulties Involved in formulating a consistent method in

norma fiduciaryethics and.on ffiduciary relationships as,loci of value. Intinded
.

for'individuaks with, diverse backgrounds who deal with some aspect.o bio=
ethics in their teaching. . ,

"On the Importance of Histbry to thePhiloSophy of Science," June -26 -

.
. August 16/, -1978.

.

Ian Harking, Department of PhiZos StanfOrd University, S anford,

California, 94305. lir i

A study of the impact of,the new historiography of..science on the

philos4hy,of science. _ParticipAnts will consider the wotk'of T.S. Kuhn,

Imr Lakatos, and Paul Feyerabend, which'calls into question assumptiOns
ebout.rationality made by empiricism. They will also investigate

new approdches" to the history 4f science that have consequences for the

th'eorY of knoWledge, includir the sociological studieb:=of Robert Merton,
Marxist sociology--knowledge, land Michael Foucault's Archaeology of Know-
ledge. Intended for-teachers. in philosophy and history. -

"Intellectuals in Culture and.Society," June 26 - August 18, 1(78f
v

'I A Edward-Shils, Department of Sociology and Committee on Social Thought,

UnivAisity of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.60637.
, I

The first part.Of the seminar will deal with the role of intellectuals

4
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and their institutions (universities, academies, publishers, libraries,
learned societies, and so on) in the creation, maintenance,' and trans-
mission of intellectual works and beliefs in the humanittes,aciences,
and arts. The second part-will treat the relationship between intellec-*
ttials and their society, DocuSing.primarily upon the role of Intellectuals
within business'enterprioses, governments, and the political profess.
Attention will also be paid to the social backgrounds of intellectuals and

to the process by which intellectua4 are trained, and given recognition
by-lociety.1_ Applicants should have an interest in the topic, but may'come'

<7--- from any, disciplinary background.

F. Kennedy to Introduce Legislation on ihfien in Science

Speaking on October 20, 1977 at a AAAS-sponsored conference of women
scientists; Senator Edvmfd Kennedy announced his intention to introduce
legislation designed to increase the participation of women in science.
Kennedy noted that women comprise just 10.47,of the.nations scientific
workforce; that they earn less than men in every field and every level;
and that the unemployment rate for women in science is 3 to 5 times
higher than for' men. He went on to state that:,

The virtual exclusioh of women from careers in science and -

engineering is contrary to our national, commitment to equal
employffient opportunity and weakens our nation's scientific
research effort.:.To bring, about the, needed changes, we will
"need the full.coopera4on of the scientific community, our , .

. academic institutions, public and private employers, and
'the federal government.. , .

.4..
Kennedy_plans to uce the legislation at_tt5Z' beginning ofc,tile new ses-
sion.of, Congte in January. For d4ditional information see 'Women in
Science: Breaking the Barriersq" by Cheryll'FieIle,-The Chronicle of Higher
Education, 31 October 1977:7 -8. - .

.*

I

G. NIH Issues Final Environmental Impaet'Statement'on Recombinapt
t
DNA Guidelines

. %. 4

'A comprehensive two-volume report, National Institutes of Health En-
vironmental Impact Statemit on NIH Guidelines for Research Inyolving,Re-0

combinant,DNA Molenles, was issued by the NIH in October, 1977. Part I,:
(137 pages) includes a summary of the environmental impacts of the June
19)76 guidelines; objectives of the guidelines; technical°information about
he experimental process; historical background o Aof the rDNA issue;esciip-
t on of the issues raised (possible hazards,:expetted benefits, long-range

implicationS, possible del/berate misuae;; descriptiOn of the guidelines;
alternative courses of action and the implicAtions'of -each; environmental
impacts of the issuance of theguidelines and,of experiments conducted in
.accordance with them; responses to comments on the draft guidelines.

1111!!
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Part-II consists of 17 appendices: included.are a glossary;,lists of refer-

ences and documents; the NIH guidelines; institutions with biohazards com-

e mittees; NIH-supported projects involving rDNA; instructions to investiga-
tors; publ1t-comments on the September 197$ draft Environmental' Impact
Statement; ex etpts from several articles and the complete text of an

'essay by Rolf Freter,' "Real-an Imagined Dangers of Recombinant DNA Tech-
nology: The deed for Expert Eva -uation" (to be published as a monograph

by the University .of Michigan Press).

The report is available for purchase (as a set only) from the Super-
intendent.of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. S6)ck number is 017-040-00413-3? The price is $9.75.

H. Participation Encouraged in U.S./U,S.S.R. Science, Technology Activities

4". The U.S. side of the U.S.' /U.S..S.R. Joint Commission oft Scienc? and
Technology is reYiewing activities of the Working Groups Under the'Agree -
ment on Cooperation in the Fields of Scienceband Technology (S&T Agreement)
and in encouraging increased partidipation of U.S. scientists and engineers.
The U.S. side is also seeking suggestions concerning the selection of new
science and technology areas for possible cooperation with the Soviets. 4

The U.S. -;-Soviet S&T Agreement was renewed for a second five-year

term in-July, 1977. Originally signed in 1472, the main objective of the
S&T agreement was to "provide broad opportunities for both parties'to com-
bine the efforts of their scientists and .specialists in working on major
problems whose solution will promote the progress of science and techno-

logy for the benefit of both countries and of mankind." Cooperation be-

tween the two countries involves the exchange of scientists, information
and documents; joint development and implementation of projects in the
-basic and applied sciences; joint research and joint conferences.

The ten active Working Groups of the S&T Agreement are: Computer

Applications; Chemical Crat lysis; Electrometallurgy; Forestry; Metrology;
Microbialogy;'Physics; Sci nce Policy; S&T Information; and Water ResourCes.

. ,
.

New areas of 'cooperation could involve either new Working Groups or
---..

new projects within the pasent Groups.. Areas of cooperation suggested
should meet the following criteria: provide opportunities for creative
work with key Soviet schblars; fill in significant gaps in our knowledge,
of SoViet scientific and technical progress and/or unique resources;
rovide opportunities for usefS1 joint research that involves sharing of

facilities or'iesearch,costs and access to unique natural features; and

lead to pOtential commercial,opportunities.
,

To reteivIlladditional information about the projects of Working Group
.

.

,.
and ways to participate, or to suggest nevi, cooperative areas, 3rite tor

Joint Commissions Working Group,'INT, National Sciente-Foundation, Washing--
ton, D.C. -20550.

14
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I . AAAS Annkal Meetingymposia'of Special Interest

-1
'Over 130 symposia will be held at the 144th national meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), 12-17 February
,19178 in Washington, D.C. Among the,seesions that'may.be of particular.
intereA to Newsletter readers are the following:

7

1) "Participation and Expertise in a Democratic Soci

.

Monday, 13 February, Shoreham Americana Hotel, Executive oat; Dorothy
.Nelkin, presiding,

Demands by citizens', groups for increasing participa,tion in decisions
about science and technology have drawn attention to the tension-between
democracy and the role of expertise. This symposium will explore various
dimensions of this issue. Presentations will include the following:

"the Concept of a Citi Court: The Cambridge Experimental Review
Board," Sheldon Krimsky (Turtnniversity); "Airing Technical Argumentg:
The Science Court," Alan Mazur (Syracuse University); "The Scientist*,
Political Actor," Jerome-Mileh (Cornell University); "Public Impact on ' r

Technical1Decisions in Federal Agencies," Daniel Metlay (Indiana4iliersity);
Participatory Experiments in Several European Count0.es," Dorothy Nelkin
(Cornell University).

2) "The Reception of, Unconventional Sciente by the Scientific Community,"
3:00 p.m., Thursday,' 16, February, Shoreham Americana Hotel, Diplomat Room;
Seymour 'Mauskopf, presiding.

.._
This symposium will explore the response of scientific communities to

scientific unconventionality. The term "unconventionality" is meant to
suggest development's which'are regarded by segments of the scientific
community at least initially - as strange, aberrant or even threatening.
It is hoped, that through the case studies presented a composite icture of
the process by which unconventional science is received and evalu d may
begin to emerge. Presentations will include the following: rr

"The Reception of Acausality," Paul Forman (Smithsonian Institution);
"The Reception and Acceptance of Continental Drift," Henry Robert Frankel
(University of Missouri); "The Reception of Acupuncture," John Z. Bowers
(The Josiah Macy, Jr.; Foundation, New York); "The Controversy over Statis-
tics in Parapsychology," Seymour Mauskopf (Duke University); and Marcello
Truzzi, Discussant (Eastern Michigan University).

, .

3).For programs of the three sympoia sponsored by the AAAS Committee
on Scientific Freedom and. Responsibility, "Whistle - blocking and .Scientific

Responsibility: The-ManageMent of Technical Dissent," '-'Regulation of,

rnScientific Inquir L Societal Concerns with Research," and "Human Rights
and scientific Fr edom: Are 'Scientistscientists Special?", see Newsletter #21;-page
11, or write Rosemary A. Chalk, Committee on Scientific Freedom and Respon-
Sibility, AAAS, 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, 'D.C. 20036.

15
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J. Meeting of American'Historians to Feature Sessions on Science

The meeting of the Organization of Ameripan Historians (OAH) to be

held April 12-15 at theStatler Hilton Hotel, New 'York_City, will include

the following science - related sessions:

1) "Scientific qlowledge and Public Policy: Conflicts of Confidence," .

April 13, 2:30 p*.m.; Chairman,,Daniel Kevles (California Institute of Tech
anology). Papers: "Scientists and the Public Interest," Alice Kimball.

Smith (Cambridge, Massachusetts); "Scientists in an Adversary Culture,"
Dorothy Nelkin (Cornell University). Discussants: Daniel Kevles and Pe

#

Buck (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).

2) "Beyond -Technological Determinism," April 14, 9:30 a.m.; Chair, n,
Langdon Winner (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). Papers: " efore
the Fact: Social Choice in Machine Design," David F. Noble (Massa usetts

Institute of Technology);. 'Alternative 'criteria for the Design o Means of

Production;" Seymour Meman (Cbltimbia University). Discussants Langdon

Winner and Jeremy Brecher (West Cornwall,,Connecticut).
t1=--

3) ,"PSychology in Good Time and Bad:.The Growth and Contract got of a
Stien'ee and Profession, 1917-1941," April 14, 2:30 P.m..; C rm , Hamilton

Cravens (Iowa State University). Papers: "The Expansion sychology
.

after World War I: The Emergence of a Non-Academic Profe- ion," Michael M.
Sokal (Worcester Polytechnical Institute); "Psychologise and the Great
Depression% The Organizational Response to Retrenchmen ," Lorenz J. Fini-
son (Wellesley College). DiscuSsant: Dorothy Ross rincetdn University).

4) "Organizing and Delivering Health Car; in Amer ca: 18651920," April
15, 9:00 a.m.; Chairman, Morris 'Vogel (Temple Univ rsity). PapersN: .'Georgia
Freedman and the Politics of Health Care," Todd L, Savitt (University of
Florida); "Neither for the DrawinglRoom ov-the K/ichen: Private Duty. Nur-.

sing in Boston, /88071914," Sus,in Reverby, (Bose/on Unly.441t0i "Bedside
Business -: The Introduction, of Management Ideallin'the Progressive Era
Hospital" David Rosner (Harvard University),. Discussant: Morris Vogel.

5) "Taking the Pulse of Antebellum Amerfc Health Related Journalists

and Social Change,'1800-1860;" Chairman, :nald L.. Numbers (University of

Wis4nsin). Papers: "Early kmerican'Hea h Editors and Their Journals:
The Context of Public Issues and Demogra is Change," JaMes H. Cassedy
(National Library of Medicine, Washingt );."Orthodox Physicians as Pro-

pagandists of Heakth Reform: John:Bell'/ Journal of Health, 1829-1833,7

Marion M. Torchia (Kensington, Maryla ). Discussants: Ronald L. Numbers

and Nathan Reingold' (Smithsonian Inst tution).

K. Philosophy and Medicine Symposium: ' oral Use of New Knowledge in the

medical Sciences"
/

ThA Seventh Symposium on P ilogopand Medicine,, "Moral Use of New
Knowledge, in the Biomedical Sc ences,"Will be held ,at the Unlversity'of

16
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°Missouri at ColuMbia,' March 2,3, and 4, 1978. Major speakers will include,
'Nichol'as.Rescher, Alasdair MicIntyre, John Duffy *and Samuel Gorovitz. For
furtAet information, please contact: Professor William Bondeson, Director,,
cedlege,Of General Studies, University of Missouri-:Columbia,` 420.General
ClassiOdm Balding, Columbia, Missouri 65201, (314)882-3875; Professor H.
Tristram IlgelilL.dt,,Jr.; Kennedy Institute, enter for Bioethics, George-
town University, Washington, D.C. 20057, (202)625-2371;°or Professor Stuart
F. Skickery Department of Community Medicine and Health Care, the Univer-
sity'of Connecticut-Health Center, Farmington, Connecticut 06032, (203) -
674 -2354:

IP

L.' Boston Colloquium for the Philosophy of Science

r

Remaining sessions of the 1977-78 program'of the Boston Colloquium
for the Philosophy of Science are listed below. The Colloquium Program is
sponsored by the- Boston University Center for the Philosophy and History
of Science, and sessions are open to all interested persons. All sessions'
begin at 7:45 p.m.. The meetings of April 4 atd May 2 will be held in the
Conference Auditorium of the George Sherman Union; 775 Comnimwealth Avenue,
Boston, Massachusetts; all other meetings will be held in Room 314 of the
Union. Baydditional information, contact: Robert S.iCohen, Department
of Physic ,Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215, (617)353-2604.

k
"The overiy of Empiiicism, Or, Philosophy VikdiCated," Laurens Lau-

dan (University of Pittsburgh): January 17.

"On tributing Causes to CoMplex Individuals," Benjamin Rogers
(Wichita 8 ate): January 24. -

"The Places of Experience," E.V. Walter (Boston University):
`February/a

'

10 "Testing, Reform and Reaction: Three Endeavors Arabic Astronomy,"
A.I. Sabra (Harvard University): February 14.

"Symmetries and Dualities in'the Foundations of Ecological Science,"
Rqbert Shaw (University of Connecticut)': February 21

"Descartes and his Sixteenth Century /e ece urs-," Peter Machamer

(University of Pittsburgh): February 28.

"Philosophy of Technology," (symposium): "Technology,and the Mms-
*formation.of Experience," Don Ihde (SUNY -Stony Brook); and "Technologies

as Forms of Life," Langdon Winner (Massachusetts. Institute of Technology)-:

March 7.

,"Dynamic andLinguisticlHodes of Perception: A Cognitive Basis for
, Complementarity,""Howard Pat. (SUNY-Binghamton): ,March 14.



V

;'Evidence, Inference and -the Law," Marsha H en (University of'Calgary):,

March 28.

"The Question of Relativism in the Social Scienc s," Daniel Belli(Har-

A

yard University): April 4. \ .

"The Marxi t Concept of Religion: A ScientiTic and Philosophical
Study," Lev Mit okhin (Institute of Philosophy, Academy of Sciences .of the
USSR): April 11.

'

v Sc ience and Ideology Some Themes from,the Racegt Maoist Discussion,
of Science and Ideology," John J. S.9chel-(Boston.:University): April 18:

"The World of Arthur Stan167Eddington: Science and Its Audience,"
Loren Graham (Columbia University):- April 25.

a
"Esthetic Rationality," Herbert Marcuse (University of California):

May,2

.

M. Cornell STS Prograrli\Postdoctoral Associateships, and Faculty Position
\..

The Cornell University Program on Science, Technology and Society
,(STS) has-Postdoctokal Associateships'available or 1978-79, foil persons
who wish to focus on one of the following areas:

Citizen Participation in Technological Decision - aking - the under-
Wing probleMs posed by the increasingly technital nature/of public policy
decisiont; the conHict between democracy and expertise in a technological
society.

.0

Law and Society the;role of the courts in technological decision=
making; the 1.,e of litigation to resolveopublic policy disputes.

Science, Technology and Public Policy - energy and environmental
policy;.economic analys.s of research and'development; the application of,
technology to national de elopment of the poorer countries.

r it ,

Humanities, Sciehce and Technology -4*literary, histqrical or philo-
sophical studies science, technology and society; environmental 4nd bio-
Medical ethics; theory of choice and decision.

Technology Assessment of.Telecommunicatighs - the social impacts
likely to result from the introduction Of new technologies; long-range

° policy implications of emerging technologies.

Applications are invited from young scholars with disciplinary back-
/

grounds in the phys1cal,_biological and social sciences;, the humgaties;
engineering;'busLness,and public administration. and laW. It is likely

48,
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thaCtwo appointments will be made. The appointments are primarily reStarch-P
oriented; but-in most cases there is an ojportunity to participate in same

t classroom teaching. The appointments are for 12 months beginning either
`July or September 1978, with .possible renewal fonan additional year. The
normal starting salary will b in the ranges of $11,500 - $13,500, depending,,

7::
o

, Applications should includer (1) Air account ofthe proposed-reseaLh'
project (approximately 5 pages); (2):,A curriculum vitae, summary ol the

-

doctoral dissertation., and list'of courses taught; and (3) Three letters of
reference(sent directly to t4e Program):

Applic ion materials should be sent to: Lloyd carter,'Manager, STS
Program, ell University, Ithaca, New York l4853. Cleadligl-for appli-
cations is eb uary 17; awards will be announced March 15.

upon Tialifications.

Also available in the STS <Progra is an Assistant Pr essorship, in
Science and.Technology Policy. The ProgramA-s eking a sc 'reactively
involved in research on the social and politica bases for the ;development
of policies for science and technology, or on the impact of science and ;

technology on public policy. ,.PResponsibilitiesyill include the develop-
ment of new courses in these areas and participation in research, including,
the trainingof graduate students. Applicants should have a Ph:D. it
political science or a related field.

The appointment will be for a.three-year term beginning September
.1978. The startyg salary will be commensurate with qualifications.

.

Applications should include: (1) A description of teaching interests
and an account of research interests, includiqg specification of a poten-
tial research project; (2) A complete curriculum vitae including a.summary

j \ of the doctoral dissvertation and a list of courses taught. .ManuscripEs
and offprints 'bay be included; and (3) Three ,le;,ters of refeence (sent
directly to the PrograM).

Application matei4als should be sent to: Lloyd Carter, Manager, STS
Program, COrnell University, Ithaca, New York 14853. 'Deadline for applica-
tions is _February 17. .

.
.. N., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Offeri'Master'g-Program in Science, Tech -.a,.logy and Values- .

1
.

.

_The Center for the Study of`theluman Dimensions of Science and Tech-
nblogy of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute offers a` Master of Science de-

'.,
gree in Scienpe, Technology, and, Values. Candilaates are encouraged' to ,

design indiyibualized prograis. he degree.progiam can be used to broaden ,s

the experience of those with and graduate training in professional fields,
0 such as engineeripg, management, ox,,seience'education, who .wish to in-
' 'crease their understanding of the interactions between.science/technoiogy

and human ,cultures. t can also Serve 'as a specializing, progradfor those
i
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with general ackgrounds in philosophy, journalism, history, etc. Possible

programs inc de: a concentration the history and philosophy of science
npreparation fpr.a Ph.D. program In that area; a" concentration on the

spcial and cul_ural dimensiOns of technology as background for a career
in law, public 13olic)zOr management; and a concentration on the 'ethical

y And social dithensions of medicine as baCkground for work in health services.
Students may work simultaneously on this MS degree and a degree in another

field such'ias management or engineering.

la Research jssistantships and tuition scholarships are vailable for the

1978-79 academic year. For further information, contact: D . RObert J.

Baum,.Director, Center for the Study of the Hus4an Dimension .of cdence

.GAN 'and Technology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Toy, New Yevk 2181,

(518)270-6574. k

0. Uni'rsity of Maryland Center for Philosophy and Public Policy

he Center for Philosophy and Public Policy at the Univt?vi y of Mary-
land was established in 1976 for the purposebf "investigatinglhe concep-
tualand ethical aspects of public policy formulation and debate." A joint-.

program of the Departments of. Philosophy and Government and Politicd, the

Center engages in research and curriculdm development.

Research efforts, selected from topics "expected to, be a focus of ..

public policyc4ebate during the next decade," are cbnducted cooperatively
by working groups of ph Aophers, policy-Makers and analyyts, and others. -

Studies currentl, and ay include "'Ivan Rights and Foreign Policy,"

"Conceptual And Eth al Issues in Income Maintenance," and "Reforming thel%

Injurykeparations System."

s

The Center also prepares and disseminates model courses for use in

public policy programs as well as intactitional academic departments,
Two model courses are now available: "Winger and Affluence" provides an

empirical account of the world food problem and analyzes the ethical
assumptions implied in possible responses to that problem. 'Distributive

Justice and Public Policies" looks at three different. theories of distri-
butive justice and traces-their implications for three sets, of policies:
income distribution, environmental degradation, and health car Each

mode( course packet.is about 15-20 'pages in length and contains suggested
. sets or readings and an annotated bibliography.

The model cpes are available free of charge a may be obtained by

writing to.: Dr. Peter Brown, Director, Center for Phil sophy and Public
,Policy, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742. ..,

. .

. 4
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P. President Extends National Commission'for the Protection of Human Subjects
/ ;

r

The NatiOnal 6mmission
extended for an additional s
President Carter'on November

for the l'rotection bf Human Subjects ha's been

2kx months- by Public leaW 95:203, signed by
3, 1977. /

,

The\Commission has scheduled meetings through April 1978. Its final
report will be submitted to the Secretary'of the,U.S. partmenf ofHealth,
Education and Welfare (HEW) by Septembet 30, 1978, and he Commission will
'officially cease to exist on October 31;',1978.

Commission members expect to complete six additional reports, includ-
ing recommendations on research involving those institutionalized as men-
tally infirm, the performance of Institutional'Review Boards, basic ethical
principleS, the application of ethical primciples to the delivery of
health services by HEW, advances in bi- oiiedical and behavioral research

and technology, and research not s bject to regulation boy HEW. The Commis
sion has completed five reports, date.. ,

The commission was originally authorized 'by the National Research Act,
Public Law'93-348, ,to meet for a two-year'period which endid on December
31, 1976. It was extended to December 1977,by Public Law 54-573, dated
October 21, 1976.
)

/ .

44-

Q. P.SF Publications

;

__Two reports in NSF.'s series, Scienc0, Resaurles Studies Highlights,
_

now available. (1) "Defense and Energy Spur Federal R&D Growth from FY 1971r-
to FY 1978" (NSF 77-30) reports that,betwee6 fisell years 1974 and 1978,
Federal funding for research and development will have.risen significantly,
after showing only slight growth in the 1969-74 period. /Citinz the 1978
budget, the report states that Federal fundiig for energy R&D is expected._
to shaia 17% ri6e over 1977, t1e greafest reAttive growth ofany major
Function. In terms of the total' Federal R&D bUget for 1978; the nine
teadink functions are: national defense (49%); space (14%).; energy (11%);
health-,(10%); environment. (4%); science and tech base (k%),; natural

\'
resource_and agricultural products (each.2%).

°I "Aptitude Test.Saofis of Prospective Science Graduate Students
Remained Esgentially the Same from 1970 to 105" (NSF 77-318) reports .

the results of a study'condUcted, 1py de Educational,Tegting Service (ETS).
ETS compared the results of verbal and quantitative aptitude tests at the
graduate level for applicants in science'and non-science fields. The math
scores of candidates in science and engineering fields-wag Si ificantlY

higher than those for candidates in,non-science fields; in v al ability,

science and nonstience candidates did riot dilfer-On the av ge-;\but

within the science.group,,engineering candidates averaged lower than the
e Seothers. ,

The abve reports; as well as the full text from which the latter set
of highlights were taken,- Trends in Aptitudes,of Graduate Students in

fT
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Scielice4(pulAkshed.b.V the Educational Testing Service); may be obtained
without cliotge,by writingotd: Division of Science Resource Studies, National
Science foundation, 1800 G..0.Street, N.W.,'Washington:D.C. 20550.,

/

Alsoavailable i4 tgleir;tional ScienCe,Foundation's Guide to Programs

for FY 1978. the 69-page publication includeka description and purpose .

of each program; ellgibility,,requirements;,c,1Psing dares; and addresse
from Which infOrmation-orappIicktion forms may be obtained. The Guid to

Programs may be'obtained'from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
. merit Printing Office, WashIngtn, D.C. 20402, for$2,20. Stock.humber is'

038-000-00342-9.
. 4
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R. Recent Publications on 'Engineers and bciety, Engineering Education
. .

Engineering, Technology acid Society presents the proceedings of tiw.

1976 meeting of the General Section of,the British ,A*,ciation for the
Advancement of Science. - Among the contributofi educar,

tors and members of government. Thecontentslire: Tutting Technology to''
Work," by Sir Ieuan MaddOck;.-''Approlviate Technblogy for Britain," by
Jeremy Bray, MP; "rhe Application or Technology. to Marketable Products in
Smiths Industries," by W.A. Mallison; !'Research and Develapment - Beecham

Phar4ceutica M.J. Soule) "Philips -Oa:Pioneer - High,Technologi;"
by br. P.E. Tr er; "!,Transnationai InVestmeet iii the UK Econcimy," by Profes-

sor McC land; "Engineering Technology and Economic Viability," by
Dr. J.A. Pope; "Thejtatua of Enginqers'and their Contribution to Society,"
by'L. Landon Goodpn; ane",Education and Economic Well-Being," by Sir

Alex -Smith.

Engineering, Technology and Society is available for the ddllar equi-
valent Of L2.75 (including postage). Inquiries and orders #hould be
addressed to: Dr. G.P. Thomas, Recorder BA General Section, Department of
Extra Mural 'Studies, ge of Swatisea,'Sitileton Park,

. Swansea;` SA2 8PP England. 4 N' 9

Modern Engineering Education is the Oepre of the OctOber/Decembet4
1577 issue .of the. UNESCO- sponsored .journa, Impact' of Science on Society

( 411. 27, no.'4. An international group of authors ha6"contributed
e4ayg on "Teaching Today-for omorrow's NeedS,P "An EnginetAprofessor's'
Dilemma;" "The Experience of Ma-Tllin Piaining Engipeers,".,"Ensuring the

Vuccess of Engineering Training, and "Problems inQualify of Education."
In the 1.1,,S., Impact, is distribrIted,by Unipub, 'Box 433fl1't'rray Hill Station,,

New York,' New Ydpk. 100116.

S. French Interdisciplinary Croup for Studies in Science and Society.
/, .

.

An.interdisciplinary research group Tor the study of the interactions
of science and society was.founded four years ago:at4

the Universite is

Pasteur in 4trasbourg, France. Known as, GERSULP,X-Groupe d'e,.tudeJetd

22
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recherche stir la science de l'Universit Louis Pasteur), the organization
consists of and social. scientists end has organized several series
of seminars; "Soci 1 Resfolitihility of Scientists" (6 sessions, 1974);
"Science, Technology and the S4te" (6 sessigits, 1975); "Exact Sciences, ,

Social' Sciences" (14 sessions, 1976); "Science'in the Third Worl (15
sessions, 1977). Papers deli)ered at the Seminars are disseminated through
the group's new bulletin, ERIS, Etudes Interdisciplinaires stir la Science.
Published in Frerfch, subscriptions for 10 issue& of ERIS are available for
$10.00 and may be obtained by writing.to: Phillipe Breton, 4 rue-Slaise
Pascal, 67070 Strasbourg, France.

r-

T. AIP PULishes'Physics News in 1977

Physics News. in 1977 is the latest. edition of the Agirican Institute
, of Physics' series of annual booklels designed to call attention tosinter-
esting and neWsT.SOrthy developments in physics and'its related fields. The
booklets are, prepared particularly for, science writers as background
sources for future developments, but the summaries will be useful to
others As well. Chapters cover developments in different sub7field5"
AIP,and AIP mher society awards, and the Nobel Prize. Physics Ntws in

;I
1977 it avai

P
le for $1.00 (Prepaid) from: Public Relations Division,

Americani-InstitAte of Physics, 335 East 45th St., New York, New York..10017.
d

U. NEH Awards fbr Science - Values Projects, Fiscal Yeas 1977

. --'.

. The National Endowment for the Humanities awarded 49 grants for pro- '

ects in the science, technology and human values field during fiscal year
1977. Of the total, 17 awards went to-educational,idStitutions for: the, . t'

(development of courses an curricula, while. 5 awards. were made to public

inefttutions primarily m vs 17 for the preparation of ex bits and
educational forums1 Research grants and Fellowships are listed

, #010000

Division ofIRe'search Grants:

. Frederick Burkhardt. American Council of Learned Societies, Washington, D.C.
"Charles Darwin's Correspondence"
For the'preparation and editing of Darwin's le ters. ,

Gerald Holton; Harvard Univers
"Thethatic Analysis as a Techni
A systemItic study of thematic
tory of modern science.

Division of Fel;peg

Robert E. Kohler,
"/) Social History

.0

I

ty, Cambridge, Massachutetts.

e in Historical Studies Of Science"
nalysis as a coriOptual tool In the his-

hips:

1
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsyl
of Bigchemistry anyolecular Biology, 1895-1965"

23
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tions of biochemistry with it host institutions (universities, proles
A comparative study .(Britain Germany, United States) of the social.-r-44.-7 a-\

sional schools) and its patrons and clients (foulidations, government agen-.

cies, industry). =

,

,

Philip S'inger Oakland University,' Rochester, Michigan.
"Medical Model vs. Cultural Model: Four FflmS of Traditiional Healing in

Nigeria." To record on,film, for the first time, Nigerian-Traditional
Healers engaged in bone mendipg,Aivination, herbal. compounding, and hos-

.

,pital care.

Mark Selfn,-Washington U versity, St. Louis, Missouri. 21

tams uAn and Techndlogy in then Chinese Development Strategy":
TO produce a volume tracing the development ofpolitical ideas which have
shaped China's deVel4ment strategy. ,A motivating feature of this strate-
gy is the redefinition of the relationships between human beings and tech-

nolop, between human beings and nature, and among indiidduals.

Bernadette-4J. Bucher': Fordham University, New York, New York.'
"Impact of Technological and Ecological Changes on Social Relations and

Human Values in the Vendee Region of France." A study of the effects of
'mechanization,_alterations in land use, and the growth of light industry

upbn values, attitudes, and Cultural identity. -%

Robert J..Pranger. #merican.Enterprise Institute, Washington,;D.C. -

For the support. of 8,to 12 new resident scholars and fellows at the Amerl-'

can Enterprise Institute, an drganizationwhich spbnsors research,871 public

policy issues and alternatives.'

J4rg K. Siegenthaler; The American University, Washington, D.C. .
"Industry, Society and the Environment"
To,study the relationship, between industry-induced environmental trangfor-
matiOns and society in the Scranton, Pennsylvania region.between 1850-1950.

.Frederic J. Fleron, State' University of New York, Buffalg., New Iork:

':Theories of Scientific and Technological Revolution in the U.S.S.R. and
Eastern Europe." Analysis of theories which are-p-147ing an important role

. in shaping domestic, political social And cultural developments, as well

as foreign policy, in these cdultries.

Richard H. Vietor, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.
"American Energy Policy Since 1945".
This study will be set in the context of changing relationships between
the public amd private sectors that result, in part, from the differing.

value systems of,the groups involved.

InStitute of Society, Ethics and _the Life Sciences, HaStingspn-Hudsoni.
New York. Challenge Grant for Institutional^DevelopMent.
Grani to support four post-doctoral fe116ws."

r 94
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REWS FROM THE SOCIETIES
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A. Society for the'Study Of'Philosophy'& Technology'

The Society is sponsoring the following.,symposi,a,:
--11

1. 'k-program on philosophy and. technology to be held in conjunction
with the Pacific Regional Meeting.oftheAhirican Philosophical Associa7 s.

tion, March 23 -25, 1978, San. Francisco, California. The program, "Some Re-7.
tent in the Philosophy Technology," will be on Thursday, '

March 23, at 1 :00 a.m. Banelists will be Michael Scriven (University,of.
California, Berkeley) and Robert McGinn (Stanford University).

2. A program to be held in conjunction with the Western Regional Meet -
ng of the American Philosophical sssociation at the Netherlands Hilton Ho-'

tel, Cincinnati; Ohio, April 27- 9, 1978. The program, being developed by
Edmund Byrne (DepartMent-of Ph* osophy Indiana University - PurdueUniver-'
sity at Indianapolis), is enti'led.P chnology and Paolo Saleri's Archology."
Tentative panelists are Saler and, philosophers Philip Fandozzi (University
of Montana); Jos4ph Margolis (Temple University); Henryk Skolimo.iski (Uni-.
versity of Michigan); and Willis Truitt (University of South Florida). 4

3. Efforts are underway to develop a philosophy and technology ses-
sion for the BiennialMeeting of the Philosophy of Silence Association,
October 26-29, 1978, at the Jack Tar Hotel in San Francisco. abeB&T pro--40/
gram is being coordinated by Alex Michalos (University of Geulph, Ontario).6

Contributed papers are invited, and should be sent, by March 1(i 1978, to:

r- ?eter Asq4ith, c/o PSA4'Department of Philosophy, Michigan StateFUniversity,
East Lansing, Michigan 4882'4. r

,
B. Philosophy of Science Association

1. -Sixtli iennial Meeting

Iihe Philos phy of ScieiTte Associattonewill hold its Sixth Biennial
Meeting.at the Jack Tar Hotel, Sa ancisco,'on October 26-29, 1978. The
program will'in$lude symposia, and nvited papers as well as sessions 'de-
voted to the-presentation of.contributed'papers.

Suggestions for-, symposia topics and the.sUbmission,,of contributed
papers are invited. Maximum length for contributed papers. is 3500 wards
and the closing date for submission is March 1, 1978. Suggestions and re-
quests for information should be sent to the Chairpersonrof the Program
Committee: Professor Ian Hacking, DeRartment.-of PhilogoPhy, Stanford Uni-
versity, Stanford, California 94305.

The Association itself will publish the proceedings of the meeting.
Contributed papers will be printed in advance of the meeting as -`the first
volume of PSA 1978. The symposia will be printed-later as Ihe second vol-

.

ume. This is the same procedure that the Association followed in

c 25 Irr
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publishing PSA 19764ethtproceedingS"of its 1976, meeting.- In taking ov r

the publication. elfs.own Proceedings the Assoclatiognhas been able o

achieve 'timely dissemination of the papers at4an afardable price. The two

volumes of PSA 1976'(i total of 930 text pages) are published as one cloth-

covered book; for $18.25.
1'

2., PGA Research Problems-Conference
, el 0 '''' 4

,

A conference onthe current status of research efforts in philosophy

e,
of Science was sponsored by PSA on October 27-30 at Reston; Virginia with

sOpoit from the History and Philosophy of Science Program of the National-

Science Fotundation. The conference was a relatively small working confer-

ence with papers discussing the:status of current work in philosophy of

-f scialace from a variety of methodological perspectives andtthe,relationship .

r--- of work in phiAosophy of science to history of science, sotal studies-of -

science, science eclucation, and philosophy of technology. 4> ,

Its q*S"-- ; ' t"' 4 W
i

The conference also included discussions with government agency offi-

cial about the possible utilization of research efforts, ofcphilosophers of
.scieRe by various mission-oriented government agencies.

k
a

1.:

Papers fhe conference willhe-edfted by the conference orgin.iiprs

Henry Kyburg, Un versity of Rochester,.and Peter D. Asquith, Michigan State'

University; and pu lighed by PSA during the ummer of,N2B. A report on

`recommendations arising as a resuIflof the_conference will also be forth -

.coming.
° . .

3: Teachtftg-,Ph 9ephy_of ScApde .
.

.,, .

Volume 2, No. 2 of Teaching Philosophy, now scheduledto appear in the

late spring of/ 78, will be devoted to articlet on teaching philosophy of

science.. Include &-will be a collection of aners'f,525/4sestion

1--
(heid at- the 1976 bipipl. meeting 6f-,P A)A) which dealt with how philosophy

of science can best be taught in a di ( erse'variefy ci,iinsitutionalgetting§.- 3:t;
.,

There are also add tional papeis on teaching philosophy of science to anthro- .
q
0

.

'''-palogy students, on hilosophy of science team taught with an historian and
scientist, on seachin `philosophy of biology,'as well as a survey of-teaching

methods_in iloSophy'of science and a review of some recent claSsroom materials':

T)
for teachin hilosophy of social science. Copies may be purchisedfromF 'A

Teching,Philosophy4'1207 Elm Street, CinOlnati,'Ohio 45270.

4... 16th World Congress of Philosophy t

A The 16th World Congress, ofPhilosophy Will take Place in Dusseldorf

'Federal Republic of West Germany - frotiAugust 7 to September 2, 1978;

The general subject,of the congress "Philosophy a the' World-Views,of

Modern Scielkqe" will be divided into eight specia subjects:

26
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1 The Idea of the Universe
II Modern Biology and its Challenge to Philosophy
III , Consciousness-, the Brain and the External World
IV Scientific and Other-Types,of Rationality
V The Problem of SSientific ,Justification of Norms
VI 1 The Mastering of Scientific and Technological Progress
VII The Successes and Limitations *of MatheMatizatioIt
VILI Controversies about Universals Today

.!

An app3ication form_to participate c 8 obtaj_ned from: Secretariat
of the 16th World CongreSs of PhilOsophy, "tiseldorfer-Messengesellschaft

NOWEA, Postfach320203, D-4000 Dussel kf 30, Federal Republic of
Germany.

5. Sixth International Congress ALogi , Methddology and PhilOsophy
of Science

ti

The Sixth International Congress of Logic:, Methodology and Philosophy
of Science will be held in Hannover, Federal Republic of Germany, August
22-29, 1979; under the auspices V'the International-Union of History and
Philosophy of Science (DiVision of Logic, Methodology and Philosophy of
Science) and sponsored by the German Research Council (DFG) and the Land
Niedersachsen. The congress sill _include the following 14 sections: (1)
Proof theory and foundations of mathematics; (2) Model theory and .its
applications; (3) Iteatirsion theory and theory of computation; (4) Axiomatic
set then 7; (5), Philosophy of logic; (6) General methodology-of science;
(7) Fou ations of probability and induction; (8) Foundations and philoso-

. phy of t physical sciences; (9), Foundationsand philosophy of biology;
(10) Foundations and philosophy4.pf psychology.; (11) Foundations and philo,
sophy of the social science4; (12) Foundations and philosophy of linguis-'
tics; (13) History of LMPS; and4:(14) Fundamental principles of the ethics
of science), The congress technical Sessions will consist of a number of
invited addresses and-symposia, in addition to brief.contributed papers.,

The first-circular with information about registration fee, accomoda-
tions and deadline for the receipt df abstraCts will be mailed bythe begin-
ning of 1978, It can be obtained from: Sekretariatrdes Internationalen
Kongresses fur Logik, Methodologie and PhilosOphee "der Wissenschaften,
Welfengarten1, D-3000 Hannover, BRD.

C. History of Science-Society

I

..

1. The California Institlyte'of Technology Archi s announces that the
microfilm edition,of the Robert Andrews Milliken G ectift at the Califor-
nia Institute of Technology is now available for purchase a* a complete set
(81 rolls) or in single reels, -Complimentary copies of the accompanying
98-page Guide. are also available.

. The Caltech Archives have recently prepared a-Briei Quid the Cali-,
fornia Institute of Technology Archives, which scholars,may request.

27
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Teachers and researchers are invited'to make use of the extensive collection of-
pictorial materials. The archives will prepare slides or prints of its
photographs, lithograPhs, and engravings at/a nominal cost. Vox additional

information, plea4e write Institute Archives,' Milliian LibrarT1-32,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadepa, California 91125,,

7-7
2. An international symposium on the work of phristiaan Huygens, and

its contemporary context, will be held in Amsterdam, The'Netherlands, from
22 to 25 August 1979, to mark the 350th anniversary of puygen's birth. In
addition to papers by invited speakers, there will also be...an'opportunity
for contributed papers, to be delivered. A First Circular with a prelimi-
nary outline o the program of the Symposium can be obtained from the
Secretary of the Organizing Committee: Dr. H.J.M. Bas, Committee Huygens
1629-1979, Mathematic Institute, Budapestlaan 6, Utrecht, The'Netherlands.

he Society for the History of Alchemy and Chemistry has established
the lartington PriZe for an, original and unpublished essay on any aspect
of the history of alchemy or chemistry. Named for James Riddick Parting -

ton, the Society's.first chairman, the prize consists of one hundred pounds
(L100.00). The competition is open to anyone with a scholarly interest in
the history cf alchemy or chemistry who shall not have reached 30 years

of age by the closing date, December 31, 1978. -Additiobal information is. .

available from the Secretary of the Society, Dr. G.K. Roberts, Faculty.of
Arts, The Open University; Milton Keynes, 11K7 6AA; England..

4. The Archives of.the History of American Psychology will award a
Research Fellowship of up to $500 to,a scholar wishing to utilize the rer

sources of the Archives. The deadline for applications is March 1, 1978.
Details are available from John V. Miller, Jr., Director of Archival Ser-
vices, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio 44325.

\\

5. The American Society for Eighceenth-Century Studies (ASECS) an-
nounces the second annual Louis,GottschalePrize for an outstanding his,
toriZal or critical study on a subject of eighteenth - century. interest.

Theollowing criteria for eligibilitylhave been established:

a) -A book submitted tor this,yearJs competition must have been published

4 in l97].
b) The author must be a North American scholar, either a citizen of

the United Stages or Canada or a'"permanent resident thereof.
c) The book must be submitted not later than 15 March 1978. 4

d) Submission must be made by the publisher, kot the author.
e) All scholarly books, including commentaries critical studies, bio-

graphies, and critical'editions, written in any'modern language,
are eligible. Books whi are primarily translations are not eli

gible. The author mu be a member of the ASECS in good standing

at the time the awar is made.

The first annual Gottsch lk Prize, 1976, was awarded to MargaTet C.

Jacob for her book,t The Newtonians,and the English Revolution, 1689-1720
(Cornell University Press, 1976): For additional details,about the competi-
tion, write to: Professor Paul J. Korshin, American Society for Eighteenth-
Century Studies, Department of English D1,,University of_Pennsylvnia,
Philadelphia,' Pennsylvania 19104.

p.
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'III. MEE/IINGS CALENDAR.

12-17 February 1978
Annual Meeting Sherat4n-Park , Washington, D.C.
AmericatiAssociation for the Advancement of Science (78

h.

21-23 February 1.978 Association for Computing Machin ,r1978 ACM Computer

Science Conference; Detroit; Michigan.'

22-25 February 1978 The Society'for Philosophy 0 Religion; Mills Hyatt House,
Charleston, South Carolina.

2-4 March 1958

23 -25 March 1978

Seventh Sympo'sium on Philosophy and Medicine, "Moral Usell

of New Knowledge in the BiomediCal Sciences"; University
of Milpouriat Columbia.

American Philosophical Association, Pacific Division Meeting,
Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco, California.

1

23-25 /larch 1978 American Society for Value Inquiry [held in conjunction

with APA Pacific Meeting]; Jack Tar Hotel,'San Francisco,

California.

23-25 March 1978 Society for Philosophy and Public Affairs [held in con -

junction with APA Pacific Meeting]*
'

Jack Tar Hotel, San

Francisco, California.

27-30 March 1978 American PhysicalSociety, 1978 General Meeting; Washing-
ton, D.C. \\.

12-15 April 1978 Organization of American Historians, General Meeting, with

sessions on "Beyond TechnologicalsDetermini§m" (April 14),
"Organizing and Delivering Health Care in America: '1865-

"?. 1920" (April 15); and "Scientific Knowledge and Public Policy'
(Apri113);'Statler Hilton,, New York City.

21-22 April 1978 Twelfth Confeice on Value Inquiry, "Human ValUes
and Economic Activity." Contact: Conference Directors,

SUNY College of Arts and Sciences, GenesCo, New York, 14454.

American Philosophical Association, Western Uyision Meeting;

Netherland Hilton Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio. IF
27-29 April 1978

27c-29 April 1978

27-29 AP'ril 1978

Society for Philosophy and Public Affairs-. [held in conjunc-

A/ tion with APA, Western Meeting]; Symposium: "Morality and
Nationality: The Ethical Significance of Political Boun-
daries"; Netherland Hilton Hotel, Cincinnati,' Ohio.

American Socidty for Value Inquiry [held in conjunction

with APA Western Meeting]; themes: Potentiality and Human
Values; 'Caveat Emptor' and Corporate Responsibility;
'Netherland Hilton Hotel, Cincinnati Ohio.
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: Review. of Recent Books on the rDNA Controversy

10

by Rae Goodell
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Ex eriment: Man-Made Evolution, by Nicholas Wade. New York:

1977.

y Michael Rogers. New York: Alfred.A. Knopf, 1977.

Genetic Engineering and.the Manipulation of Life, by June
d. New York: Random House, 1977.

r

Press coverage of the recombinant DNA issue has been intensive since 1974,
when reporters reacted with excitement to the announcement that scientists were
calling.a temporary moratorium on certain genetic experiments. As concern'and
contention spread, media "spot" coverage was supplemented by somewhat more re-
flective magazine articles, in publications as diverse as Atlantic and TV Guide,
Time and Mother-Jones. Given the sheer durability of the issue, it was inevitable

thad there would be a third media phase: books.1

Nicholas Wade's.book,,The Ultimate Experiment: Man-Mada ftEvolution,

based on his coverage of the rdcombinant DNA issue for Science magazine's "News

and Comment" section. Having produced over twenty DNA articles for Science in
the last four years, Wade Illas become thd science community's DNA scribe, and
copies of his stories have been a common sight _OM the desks of Cambridge city
councillors, Kennedy staff members, National Ing*ektUtes of Health administrators,
and newspaper reporters,... Thy Science articles, clipped and compiled, made an 4.4.

exsellent introduction So the controversy Without creating a patchwork effect,
Wade has revised thiS Science material an supplemented it with notes and-obser-
vations. that had not been appr priate,in the spartan "Nel4s and Comment" format.
TheUltimate Experiment is thus a DNA primer, an accurate, economical, chrono-
logical account-of the basic ade comm 'hicates both the electrifying enthu-
siasm and the uneasy forebod ng t at perteated science and government when a
sudden surge of research discoveries produced recombihant DNA technology. "The

technique," Wade explains, "is in essence a,met4:1 of chemically cutting'and
splicing DNA, the molecular material which the genes of living organisms are
made of. It enablgs.biologists to transfer genes from e species to another,

and in doing soto create new forms of life." 4Withthe a ility "twwritc in

*Professor Goodell's original review, "The Alchemical Man," appeared 11 Septem-

ber 197 in The Washington Post. This edited and revised version appears with
the pe ssion o Washington Post.

30
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11,the genetic language as well as to readAit, [ade predicts that scienxistsy 1

be able to harness the biological world as they have harnessed the physical
world, and ultimately to control evolution.

L

Wade compares the significance of the development o the domestication of
plants and animals, which transformed the Neolithic peop frOm hunters to farmers.
Without hawking science's yares, he makes reasonable predic ions for, first, the
aocumulatpn of basic knowledge, later the understanding of (cancer, even-later
the curing of genetic diseases like sickle-cell anemia. On the nega%ve side,
he points out that, while debate has centered on the possibility of novel
diseases caused by laboratory accidents, there are other causes for concern-,
such as use of the technique for biological warfare by superpowers or terrorist
groups.

Aftlr a briefing on the scientific developments, The Ultimate FxreriMent
.methodically traces the highlights of the controversy through,science's admini-
strative channels, the moratorium, the Asilomar conference and the National
Institutes of Health safety guidelines. Written in .February and Match 1977,
the book focuses on events in 'the American scientific community,. touching on
the spread of the debate to city and state governments, but only briefly on the
international response.

Wade is one of a handful of professional science reporters in this country
who can be counted upon to be clear in their coverage and dependable in their
facts. This professionalism can, however; be a disadvantage_ in drawing conclu-
sions. It is an occupational haArd of seasoned science,writers to contract
the infectious'enthusiaAp of scientists, an optimism.that numbs concern _about the
implications of research and development. Thus Wade underlines the pro's in the
pro's and con's:

Whatever the merits of the argument, and they are hotly
disputed, it would deem in a purely general way'that in
shuffling genes from one organism to another, scientists
are playing evgaution% game without exactly knowing
,either the rules or what the forfeit 'my be for trans-
gressing them. But many biologisls believe, anethey may
well be right, thai evolution's rule is that anything
'goes and that thus there is nothing to be worried about.2

Ironically, -in passages like this, it is often doubt thatIngers.
o

On the whole, of course, the book is not intended for'those who ve been
following the 'debate closely, although the very starkness of Wade's a guments
will have an impact on even t e most jaded veteran of DNA politics. The Ultimate
Experiment is a lucid Idtrod ction for beginners, who are vastly more, numerous
and more needy that our con inually recycled expeits.

.. .

If Wade's book is a superhighway through the intricacies of the DNA -debate,

Michael Roger's Biohazard is the scenic route. Taking a sharp turn off the

,
beaten path of science writing, Rogers combines a knack for creative writing with
an interest in the more spectacular and prpfound contemporary scienceteverdpments.

\
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J
As an associate editor for Bolling Stone'magazine Rogers had a hard time

fgaining acceptance among DNA scientists. At the dme he appliedf6r an invita-

tion to the
I

landmark Asilomar conference, the limited press" spaces were being
parcelled out to reporters from such-publications as the New York Times, The

Washington Post, and Science. ROgers got the nod only after he won the 1974
AAAS-Westinghouse Science Writing Award, presented just a month before Asilomar
began. ,When his honest an lever article,-"The Pan a's Box Congress,"

appeared in Rolling Stone fod onths later, however, scientists and scholars

praised his journalistic tour Jo-rte., and Rogers settled down td produce .a book.

. - I

Bioh/azard is one-fourth.Asilomat in content, and 411 "Pandora's Box" in
style, v'vl.vid and perceptive narrative of the scientists' role in researching

and regulaping recombinant Joking about his own naivete and ignorance
when he'first attended Asilomar, Rogers coaxes the reader along with him through
the sensations of a high containment laboratory, a safety workshop far laboratory
workers, guideline drafting sessions, technical bull sessions, and genetic experi-

ments at Cold Spring Harbor I;aboratory.

1
. ft

tn:Biohazard, scietfte becomes humorous and scientists human, portra d with

the freshness of Norman Mailer's Qf a Fire'on the Moon, but without the ppres-

sive egotism. In his chapters outlining the history of DNA research, Rogers
tweaks popular misconceptions about scientific method and the march of progress,
describing long periods of dormant ideas, dead ends, delays. Fresh from those

misconceptions himself, he compares them to his own widening experiences:

At conferences, speakers point confidently to 'portions of that

\ , map [of the E..coll bacteria chrdMosome] and speak blithely of
deleting a*gene here, adding a gene there. And after a time,

t the business of recombinant DNA begins to seem as easy as the
-way .one newSpaper'article characterized it: a matter of chemical

scissors, needles and thread. What is easy to forget ln the
midst of this familiarity is that these manipulations are per-
formed on an almost unimaginably.smallscale. Several million

E. coli will-
.
on the head 6f 'a pin... '

44.

And so molecular genetics may well soon replace the romantic
image of the biologist glued to his microscope with one showing
a white-coated figure staring at bands on agrdse gels or
'gazing fixedly at the readoanof a scintillatiori counter.3.

In spite of his consciously "lay" point of view, Roger; is generally accurate,
although. occasionally confusing bacteriophages (viruses that infect bacteria)
and plasmids (tiny rings of bacterial DNA), or blurring the mem)oerships of

scientific committees. Like Wade, he chooses to limit his perspective, concen-
trating on the American scientific community at the expense-of international
developments and political ramifications. Like the Rolling Stone article two

years ago, however, Biohazard reveals nothing which should threaten scientists.,
4. Rogers describes only the public meetings and workplaces. where scientists have

learned to expect the press. The scientific community has little to lose from
his tales except perhaps a little false dignity, a characteristic that haS long
hampered relations between science and the public. Rogers' objective, admirably

2
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After a superhighway, and as scenic tour,, we come to a complicated rotary
.

intersection, a book spinning with ideas. June Goodfield's Playing God identifies.
,

many of the uriComfortable and confusing questions raised by recombinant DNA, and
refu4s to offer facile answers. It is tempting'to label the book, as a taxi

. driver -once labelled BOston's.rqaries, "not for amateurs." Yet .the book is

important precisely because of it tentativeness. Complexity and,intensity are
not edited Out for the-sake'nf style; humility, honesty and humanity have high

. priority. The last chapter,' is made cleat, is not a conclusion; the problems
are ongoing. Is the technology important? Are the hazards imaginary? IsIsociety
capable of stoppirig the research if it wants to? What are the likely consequences
of publid involvement in science decisions? What kind of reverberations could
be expected throughout modern industrial society if we tamper with the existing
scientific system? Who is affected adversel' if the research is slowed down?
What are the likely applications of recombinant DNA research? Can society h ndle
these developments if-we let them arrive?

Goodfield's thAis is that the recombi
already impending in tl?e'relationship between ecie ce and society:

. ,

:- .

...the current state between science and society is like that of a
-supersaturated solution. A crystal of contention, recombinant DNA,
has been dropped,into the sqution, and then as happens in a super-
saturated solution,.crystallation has occurred, and a whole cOn-
glomerition of issues, conc As, arguments, and debates have rapidly
appeared.4' .

NA dispute accelerated changes

The old Rousseauiazsocial. contract between the professional scientificiummunity
and the larger society is dissolving and a new contract is evolving, with inevit-
able wrenching-changes in beliefs and assumptions in the process . For.Goodfield,

then, recombinant DNA is a case Study in a larger history of science in society.
Her exposition of the DM case itself is useful.- she relates, for example, her\
experiences_carrying out a DNA experiment as a guest at a Michigan State Univerl,
sity laboratory. And the basics are accurate enough.- alth up, as in Biohazard
there are a few jarring errors in scientific erplanatIons 'teiiophages, etc.)
and historical facts (dates, membership ofcolikiittees, e ' . ),

i
.

Goodfield's strength is-in putting vents in perspective. She places

recombinant DNA technology, for example, squarely amid,a cluster of developments

N
o he historical ,r oots of the science community's E6mis -like,

headed toward r paluable for la readers,enetic engineering. In a chapter'

she traces some
isolation, its 'curious lack of external accountability. Science-is a newcomer

to-the professions? She reminds us; and"19thcentUry efforts to digniirthe
profession were often met with ridicule: (Mdmbers of the British Association
for the Advancement -of .Science "were sitting ducks for parody. ")5 Withdrawn

and wounded, scientists'repponded to German romantic attitudes toward learning,
,fastening'on.the model of science as a search fc:1 truth, requiring' freedom from

politics and practicality. .

_ 7 '

Goodfield goes on to suggest, however, that when recombinant DNA arose,
somehow the scientists discarded their traditional values and assumptions, viewing
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DNA as a "public issue." On the contrary, the process was much more painful,
precisely because scientists were making traditional assumptions. 'A group of
well-intended and conscientious scientists una.ertook to control DNA risks
publicly, but internally, using the customary_ channels of elf-regulacion:
communication with colleagues via professional journals, study tommitEees'within-'
the National Academy of Sciences and the National Institutes of Health, con- ,

ferences of scientific experts. Because it was applied inappropriately to a
public health matter, the scientists' system failed. Politicians and the press

pulled the debate away from scientific channels, and confronted scientists with -

their own very different set of assumptions -about the handling of health safety;
the necessity for participation fom the pqpulation at, risk,, advice from a
variety of experts, governmental enforcement, monitoring.

Now the public, with.equally good intentions,' could easily make the oppo-
site mistake: it could inappropriately apply standard governmental regulatory
mechanisms to the scientific enterprise. Perhaps these books, by reminding us
of past misjudgments, will' help fend off future ones. Otherwise, we Can expect
future DNA history to chronicle our failures. At least six more books are .

already in progress, including the proceedings of the National'AcademY of Sciences, I*,
forum in March 1977P, a collecflon of essays from University of Michigan Press -
and a novel by Arthur'Herzog. Herzog, author of The Swarm, Heat, and other novels,
says his new work. will describehow a responsible man could inadvertently cause
a disaster using DNA technology. A

Michael Rogers has predicted a movie about the recombinant DNA issue; and
it.tUrns out he is right:'N,J.H. scientists say, they were consulted several
months ago by a New York fillricompany, and that Stirling Silliphant% whose
screenplay for "In the Heat of the Night".won,an Academy Award, is at work on that

script. Silliphani. has the unlikely talk of pulling together a plot from the chaos,
of creating orderly drama based on fact. As Rogers Ax2, "All one can hoPe in
addition is that.it won't also be necessary to invent a happy ending.".

Iv

NOTES

1. .. The race to produ e a book on they DNA issue was won last Jun-.1'e by Robert

. 'Cooke, science edi r for The Boston Globe, when he published Improving on
.

Nature: The Brave New Worldlcf Genetic Engineering.
: ./

2: Nicholas Wade, The Ulaharkte Experiment (1977), p. 5:

3. Michael Rogers, Biohazard (197.2), pp. 130 and 135.

4. June Goodfield, Playing God (1977), p. 72.

5. See also J. ,Goodfield,- "Humanity in-Science: A Perspectiv a Plea,'

Science 198, 11 November 1977i 580-585.

6 National Academy of Sciences, Research with rcAambinant DNA (Washington, D.C.:
National Academy of-ScienCes, 1977).
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B. TheThe U.S. Senate-and Recombinant DNA Research

by Aaron Seidman*

'the debate over regulation of recombinant DNA research continues in Wash-
ington. Earlier this year a bill to regulate the research emerged from the'Sub-
conimittee on Health and Scientific Research of the Senate Comayttee on.Hup1W..
Resources, but ran into trouble before reaching the floor. TWe bill (S.1217)'
was originally submitted by SenatorEdward Ker/hedy (D-Massachusetts), Chairmin
of the Subcommittee; on behalf of the administration, but was modified consid-
.erably before being reportied out. Senator Gaylord Nelson (D-Wisconsin), offered
a substitute bill, in the farm of an amendment to S.1217, but before .the bill
came up *for debate, Senator Kennedy withdrew support for the'SubcOmmittee ver-
-(ion. Ths,zet effect was,to kill DNA regulatory legislation for the rest of-
the current ession di. Congress. (A House bill, H.-R.7897, draftectby the Sub-

'committee on Health and Environment of the House-Interstate end Foreign Com:-
merce Committee, was bogged down in the full Committee).

_ .

Against this background, the Science,'Technology, an4,--Space Subcommittee
of the Senate COmMittee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation condUCted r
hearings on 2, 8, and 10 November 1977. The purpose, according to Subcommitte*
chairman Adlai E. Stevenson (D-Illinois), was t9 p-rcvide a basis for legislation
acceptable to most partietAnvolved in-DNA research and its oversight:

These heafings,wills.attempt to cast,some needed light on two
questions that have been at the heart of.therecombinant DNA
controversy: first, how can we reap the benefits- of recombinant
DNA research while pr4tectingikumanity against some biological

. catastrophe? second, how can we protect researchers, the public
at large, and the environment from hazard' while respecting'the
scien Is freedom, to conduct research in a'responsiblt manner?
To wh t de ee can this_protectionbe accomplished by self-
regulati9n & to what degree must we rely on'kublic authority?

For Harrison Schw tt (R-New Mexico) the hearing also provided -an opportunity for
discussion-of his bill (S.2267),to establish I National Science Policy Commis-
sion.

The 27 witnesses ranged from the President of the...National Academy of
..45 Sciences to a Harvard graduate student, from scientists actively engaged in rDNA

research to a philosopher,of ethics. There were Directors of N.I.H. and the .

Offite of Science and Technology, lawyers, represeittatives'of the pharmaceutical

*Mr. Seidman recorded the recent hearings of the Senate Sub9bmmittee on Science,
Technology, and Space in his role as_consultant to the RecOmbinant DNA History
Project of the Massachusetts Institute of Technol2gy Oral History Program. The

Project (described on pp. 2-3 in this issue) is's4ported by thefiational
Science Foundation and the National Endowment%for the Humaities.
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industry, and-public interest and enVironMental spokespersons.

The first day was devoted to a discus on of the'status-AfrrDNA'research -

and to issues of scientific freedom and re ponSibility. Hearings on the second

day focused on the.adminiqtration's poSit_onon regulation of rDNA research and
its handling oflspecific\caSe'in which there was a violation of: the N.I.H.
guidelines. As part4Of this process the Subcommittee qUestionethe scientists
responsible for the laboratory where th violation occurred. ,...On the last day

there were three panels, each represent ng a major interest grolia: microbiolo-
gists, publis' interest and environmental organizations, and the pharmaceutical
'industry.

( .
,

4 I / .

,

The central issue underlying all Ile testimony was the risk (If conducting
'research withirecombinant.DN4 techniques, ohe side arguing that the dangers were
so small that regulation should b held to a minimum, and the other insisting
the hazards were as yet unknown should they turn out to be serious,the,con-
sequences might be irreversible. ', /

,

k,

The scitists active.in rDNA research generally .questioned the need Yor,
any legislation, ilreferring to be bound_Oly by guidelines established- by N.I.H.
They conceded that it might be necessary to provide-N.I.H.mitklegislative ex-
tension of its authority, to bring non,federally funded research under'the same
.guidelines, although some questioned the deslrabirity al unifom guidelines for
all. For many of these witnesses, the key issue iiithe debate over\regulation
was one of scientific freedom4 ' , , .

. ,..
.... '

Other witnesses argued that the evaluation of the risks on which the-guide-
lines were based had been conducted by experts invroduction'bf-recombinant DNA,
not by experts,in epidemiology, and environmental impact apoint disputed by they
N.I.H. and others). e prineipal issue, according to this view, is occupational

safety and public heals (anoCeniy in that sense has '-it anything to, do with free-

-dom of inquiry e Lawyers who testified favored a conservative approach,
suggesting t prudent course would be to ays.k1 taking chances with safety.,

. 7 . W
J:7 , tr'.

The admini tration, reptsented,by Frank _Press (Director, Offi of Science ..

and Technology), nd Donald S.Freterickson"(Director of N.I.H-.) supported the
idea of regulato legislation, Press said,the-administration supported origi-

nallegislative p posals (S.1271) "as of now," but refused to commit himself
on future positions. Ftederickson was more speciTic,objectingmto the version
of the bill that had emerged froricomMittee (S.1271,), especially to its'provision
for an autonomous regulatory commission that *nutdbiindependent ofH8W. He

did favor legislation.that would profire Uniform standards for all .rDNA research,
e Orally funded or not. Althogh.npposed to a separate regulatory age&y,

Fred ickson thought enforcement of regulations was best done by an agency other '
than N. .H.; he suggested theCenter for Disease COntiol; which,- like N.I.H., is
part O1 the Public Health Service. .

. .

Former AAA$ President Margaret Mead also testiffed at the'hearings. Con-

tendi g that opposition to legislation was unjustified, she maintained that

there ' -s no need to be in such great, haste to exploit the new technology;

safety precautions should be fUlly observed. Accordidg to Mead, the goVernment
itseIT should conduct critical -P4 -level experiffients to Provide better data for

r

3 6.
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risk assessment, faith all other P4 expeyimentation forbidden _until thatdat4 is
available.

Representatives of the pharmaceutical industry emphasized their voluntary
adherence_I.0,-the N.I.H)guidelines, but strongly favored national legislation
that would obviate the demand for local regxlation even if there were no federal
preetption clause:. They made it clear, however, that they would oppose disclo-
sure'provisions that might threaten patent rights or trade seci,ets. a

( As Chairman Stevenson pointed. out, to develop legislation that wil'17pass
in 1978,

.,.will require a serious attempt to find a solution which
parties to the disputscan support. We are not likely to
arrive at a satisfactory answeNthrough myriad floor amend-
ments or by horse-trading in copferellce with the House. The
issue is too delicate; the subject matter too intricate; and
the stakes are too high.

A full' transcript of the hearings will be published by the Committee on
Commerce, Scie ce, and Transportation in early 1978-.

J

t

4

4
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C.' "Science and the'Public Interest: Recombinant DNA Research"
(/'

Notes on a Conference at Bloomington, Indiana, 1D-14 Nolember 1977

Based on observations by Shirley Cordes
Environmental Quality and Conservation Commission. .

Bloomington, Indiana/47401

In August 197,6, in response to published reports on recombinantDNA research
and to plans by Indiana University to constru t a P-3 level laboratory facility

on its Bloomington campus, Mayor Francis X.14 Closkey asked the city Environmen-

tal Quality and Conservation Commission 6) de rmine whether research would con-

stitute a threat to the health and environment f the community. The Commission

consequently sponsored a public forum in November 1976, at which university

representatives'explained-he resear and responded to audience questions.

Following this forum, representatives o veral groups appeared leefore the Com-,

mission and expressed dissatisfactiop ith what they considered to have been

one-sided defense of the. research,. Therefore, with the cooperative sponsorship

of the Poynter Center on American Institutions and a grarit from the National

Endowment for the Humanities, the city of Bloomington held a second, larger con-

ference in November 1977 to consider "the societal, ethical, legaland public

llolicy implications of basic research and technological problem-solving using

Vecombinant DNA."*

" Remarkd at the formal opening underlined several themes that reappeared

throughout the conference: 1) the"need for bettereommunication on this issue
between the scientists and the public; 2) the need'for resolutkon of puhaic

doubts and fears - a point emphasized by the mayol; and 3) the problem of dis-

cussion by non-biologists of highly complicated, highly technical research -

wfiat William Lee Miller, Director of the Poynter Center, calle '"research done

by a verylfewi understood by a few, which will affect millio

The difficultycpf coAmunication was most evident in the first /session -

attended by over 500 people at which papers by tiOlogists prompted heated

exchanges and attadks.on the scientists' reassurances of safety. Liebe Cavalieri

(Cornell Graduate SchoOl of Medicine) argued for a thorough evaluation of the

recombinant technique prior to its incorporation into industrial technology,

stating that freedom of technology,rather than freedom of inquiry is the issue.

Noting that the public has-often been helpless to prevent the development of, '-

apparently beneficial technologies which later turned out to be burdens,

Cavalierj. suggested that "technological fixes.'1%.5e waigheA against other.priplem

solutions, such as removal of the causes'. The speech on "Rdcombinant DNA: Isaues

and!C6WS.equenCes" by Frank PUtnam (Indiana University Dept. of bll,crobiology) Eas

an impassioned' defense of biologists engaged in recombinant DNA researc d- leaf

$
\ I

.*See Newsletter #21; Odtober 1.977,.pp. 1 -2, for list of papers and participants.
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ar
.0search scientists in general, coupled with assurances that the DNA reresearch is
no more risky than many other experimental procedures. Putnam articulated the
fears of many scientists: that excessive regulations would cripple DNA research,
that controls will be applied by igMorant bureaucrats, and that regulation of
this research could lead to regblation'of all biomedftal research. During the
subsequent discussion period these concerns were reiterated by one sciegtisla. /

who asserted that the NIH guidelines have impeded experiments to assess rislIE
of'recombinant DNA research.

;e1
The session on constitutionality, liability pld insurability questions con-

ch ing,hazardous research narrowed the focus to p=ractical matters facing govern-
11 nts and research institutions. In an examination of governmental 'power to
regulate recombinant DNA research, Patrick Baude (Indiana University Law School)
pointed Out that freedom of inquiry is not among those freedoms specifically pro-
tected.by the First Amendment, and noted that even the protected freedoms may
be restricted under certain conditions. Baude delineated federal, state,, and
local po ers to regulate in this.area: Congress could enact laws which would
preempt ocal regulatory powers and prevent state and local governments from
interfer ng with the reserch; then, too, sta governments could enact their
own egi lation. Baude also noted that the pokier ofslocal governments to regu-

-1,
late a r tident state university has thus far been limited to informal agreements.

---
how to reconcile the several interests involved. Burke Zimmerman (Staff member,
House Subcommittee on Health and the Environment) in "The Right of Free Inquiry:
,Should the Government Impose Limits?" dismissed the claimi of some scientists
that the pAposed federal legislation would limit the right of free inquiry.
Citing existing limits on research which are tolerated by scientists -such as
the need to obtn grant funds, the ricensing of radiqoactive isotopes, and
radiation safety regulations-- Zimmerman expressed the belief. that the legislation

Ro er Dworkin (Indiana University Law School), speaking on tie applicability
of present_and planned legal institutions, pointed outthat existing laws cannot
deal effectively with the fjears that are the impetus for xegulation. Although
workmen's compensation and V..he law of torts do cover ineirVidual accidents, there
is no existing mechanism for mass torts, such as those envisioned in-the case
of an rDNA "accident." In Dworkin's yiew'the NIH guidelines were prepared too
lite and could not prevent future unwanted applications; he (like many others)
expressed concern that the guidelines apply neither t9 industry nor beyoTd the
bounciari.es c the United.States. Questions of accidents or torts led to.d4s-
cussion orthe insurability of recombinant DNA research, both for the institu-W
tions and 1.1e individual researchers. Withal R. Mill r (American 'States Insur-
ance Company) cited precedents, such as the insuranc pools 'set up by, several

ij11vrance Galipanies to insure large 1 ilities lilt nuclear reactors, and dis-
cussed reasons for theirxWctance to insure certain other risks, such as the

mmswine.flu immunization p am. Miller outlined-theconditions under which
rDNA research, could.be an insurable risk. Although some aspects of liability.

%

would be included under present coverage Of the research institution, general
insurability would require additional precautions: e.g., earthquake'and fire
resistant facilities, limited 'controlled access, independent ventilation,
securely constructed floor and wall joints; and adequate disposal of laboratory
waste.

Afternoon sessions returned to the debates over who should set policy and

0-,
1
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as writtencwould not further restrict' scientific freeddm. 1°*11eldon0Krimsky (tufts'

University), a member of the Cambridge EXperimentation Review Board, fdcused on
the philosophical and political roots of the current tohflict, contending that

Apolitical considerationinfluenced bOth the preparation of NTH guidelines and

the composition of the Asilomar donference'group. He maintained that in-their

definition of the problem,. rationalization Of dissident views, choice of bac-,

terial host, and analysis of risk,' scientists made the-.choices which would

permit theM to get on with phe research as soon,as possible.

In the' Friday night piOentations on'"Corporatellandtipizen Viewpoints,"

Roland Beers (Miles Laboratefiles) analysed the industrial apidiCa&lon of'the

recombinant' DNA technique. To the industrial researCheri the-rectibinant DNA
technique is nothin'tmore'v'than a transfer of geneV.c material, 'since there are

of r existing methods to produce new organisms e.g., selectipn of natufal '

mutan s, use aLmutagens to prodUce artificial tants). Beers suggested that

.the p tential of the rDNA technique for prod g new organisms has been eXag-

ger ed and cilncluded faith a frank plea for respect for the economic motive.

4
The last discussion of,the day was domin ted by the "public doubts and do'

ears" theme that had earlier been raised by yor McCloske When'moderator

Daniel Metlay asked the panelists whet it woul take telrriVert them to the

opposite t of view, most of them *nwered 'ap appropriatechange.in the'risk

data."' This e change roused audience interest in the ,risk calculationa and

provoked a numb r ofquestions on this point. The resulting discussio illus-

trated-how both'sides of'the controversy use.the largely theoretical ris

culations to support their respective positions: pr.Qpozews.can assumetemvto

be small; large.

dk-'7
The Social and Ethical Implications of Recombinant DNA Research

-

F

puring the f nal Saturday session,'Thlliam MAY (Indiana Unlversi ,

ment of Religious Studies) traced the hikorN, of the scientist's-right to-know

and-its conflic with the classical theological position on the sin of "unbridred

curiousity." rawing on Aquinas'distinction between the "right to 'k w" and

"the right ,to create," May t ?ok the position that the particular diffi urty.9f

rDNA researdi is that creation is inherent in the search for knbwledge) Although

opponents would like to see the reseh limited tope narrowerPright to know,"

the fact that the process entails creation means that sUth,limits are impospible.

Regulation thus becomes a question of controlling the ma e in which the ' ht
4.to create " his exercised, ip order-to protect the safety an welfare of the tub

1
In May's view, the NIH-guidelines may be regarded as a lice _:e to treatb. under

safe conditions. As Roger Dworkin had pointed out earlier i theconferewA,

there is 'no question of completely banning the recombinant DNA echnique4 which

is simple and has been'wi*dely published. The central question se ms tobe.:

whethert would be feasible to restrict the use of the technique r undesirei

applications while permitting its use in basic research. 'S

0'
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Some Comments on Public ParticipStion in the Forum

Public access dicCussions was both easy and informal: briefe.
statements as well as Uestionswere acceptel,from the audience, and the format
permitted lengthy interactipn among panelists, as well as between panelists 4nd
the audience. However,*although' the twenty of tli disIssions was often good,
it was apparent that most of the audience ques,tions were coming from those wile'
had been participating in the forum .as speakers or panelists. The general-
audience seemed content to let thess persons - and a few 'other scientists and
journalists - serve as.spokesmen.

.Several factors may accountrfor this response from non-scientists. First,
the scientific content of the debate is highly technical; it involves many terms
and concepts unfamiliar to the person with even a general education in/science..
Second, the recombinant DNA debate has been defined by many-participants as a
discussion of the limits of freedom of inquiry, thereby shifting the focus of
'discussion away from the envir9,66iental effects of applications, a topic that
might be expected to attract more attention and interest by non-scientists. It
was stated' repeatedly during the forum that scientifically knowledgeable policy-
makers must be trained so that our society can, deal more effectively with this
and similar issues. There Were noticeably fewer suggestions about how the public
can be usefully involved.

PA.

1
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A. Professional Fieedom and Responsibility:The Role of the Professional Society*

By Frank von Hippel
Center for EnvironmentalStudies

Princeton,Univeraity

/
Today the ectilitties of ,professional societies rela

vancement of the technical skllls and economic status df
the, societies do recognize, -however, that, their members

ties beyond the purely technical efforts undertaken for
sponsibiltties are mentioned explicitly in-the codes of

guidelines of the organizations. :Thus, for example, the

National Society of Professional Engineers states that t
knowledge aiWskill for the advancement of, human welfare
plicitly acknowledges the possibility' that this duty nay
gineer into conflict with demands of,an employer and ins
to "regard his duty'to the public welfare-'as paramount."

, . W, .

Do employers generally.recognize this responsibility? The answer is a quali-

fied "yes" for those scientists based. at univers ies, which have a tradition of

academic freedom. In industry and government, J1 ever, an increasing number of

"whistle blowin " cases involving professionals provide evidence that the situa-

tion-may often e quite different.
,

-

1 .

A 1972 survey of 1100 randomly-selected members of the National Society of

Professional Engineers (NSPE) indicated that publicized whistle blowing cases

may be only the visible representation of strongly-held. feelings on_this subject

among engineers.2 In this survey ty James Olson, over 10percent of the approxi-
mately 800 respondents answered "yes" in each case when they were asked if "they

were required to ,do things which violated their se se of right and wrong or if

they felt-that,their employers interfered-with th personal rights." Over 40

percent felt "restrained from criticizing their e loyers' activities or prod-,

ucts." Furthermore, most had atone time 07 another felt obliged to question
intramuraIly at least - some of the activities in which.their'organizations were

involved. About 7 percent responded affirmatively in each case when they were
'asked whet er they had sought a transfer within their organization of had re-

signed) ,air jobs °when asked to work on a product or project they believed not

to t i the public interest,Z Over 20 percent had refused to work on a project

or on a client's commission or to accept a job offer for this reason; and '80 per-

cent bad -"expressed their disapproval of-a project-to their employer pr cIient."
-.

15, .

te primarily to the ad-
heir members Most of

have larger responsibili-
employers, and such re-
ethics and employment
Engineer's Code of the
he engin% "will use his

lii
." The c., ,also ex-

selmetimes ing the en-

tructs him in such cases
1 .

.
*Based on an invited address to the Annual-Meeting of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science, February 21, 1977.

11/4,
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Most of t respondents to Qlson's survey were\in favor of professional
societies "taking actions to leep firms from penalizing employees active in serv-

ing the public interest," "public condemnation of firms which violated the
public interest," 'recommending'engineers.not to Work for such firms," "finding
new jobs for engineers fired because of socially responsive actions," and in

A favor 'of the "organization of engineers employed by a firm which makes unsafe
products to stop it from doing so." Slightly under half even favored "having

.

societies support public ser-trice engineering groups,financially."

Five years later theserproposals'look radical wen compared to.what the pro=
fessional societies are actually doing. Fo\r example, the Rational Society of
Professional Engineers (which published Olson's article) has a Board of Ethical
Review which offers, guidance to the society/SMembers through the monthly publi-
cation of case studies in its journal. These cases are hypothetical, however,
involving "engineers A and B" and "companies X and Y" and almost all of them
deal with Issues relating to the eth!cs of competition among professional en-

.

ginee s in private practice,, rather than with issues of social responsibility.
-When professional societies have been confronted with actual cases involving
social responsibility, the societies have generally not become involved and .

for perhaps obvious reasons. Currently, professional societies are not organized
to undertake substantial interventions in the relatiOnships between professionals
and their employers. And, since the leaderships of professional societies ordi-
narily come either from the management levels of industry and government or from
academia, they are often either unwilling to intervene in or are unFamiliar with
employee-managemekt controversies.

If the response to Olson's questionnaire accurately reflects the feeling of
a large frattion of the scientific and engineering cOpmunity, thea movement,
from within some of the professional societies to increase the ability of the
societies' to'deal more effectively with such issues stiMuld find considerable_
political support. Indeed, the election of Alan C. Nixon to the Presidency of
the American Chemical Society in 1973 represented a successful insurgency by
ACS members who felt that the society should be more involved with issues of job
security.

Currently, the mot develope arrangements made a professional Soc
to protect the professional freedo and responsibil s of its membership.
appear to be those tf the American Association of University Professors, which
has rather\effectively, ,used moral suasion with university administrators on
questions of primarily academic freedom. The relationship between academics and
their employers, however, tends to be more equal and therefore more susceptible
to such persuasion than is the rule in,other professions.

Arrangements' Outside the Professional Societies

Even if professional societies cannot themselves set up adequate ifiechanisms
to protect the responsible. dissent of their members, they might be willing to
support other institutional arrangements for offering such protection. It is
therefore of interest to review the current stdua of such institutions.

43
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Arrangements exist for d4alinE with disputes ov matter" covered by labor

contracts bttween organized labor and management. A rather ighly developed.

t7/
system of mediation and arbitration using independent professional arbitrators3

has evolved as an alternative to labor=mana0Ment confronations by strikes and

lockouts. But such arbitration arrangements tend to deal,/w "bread and butter''(..

issues and not issues of sqpial iesponsibilitY and do nit cover most scientists

and engineers. ,

For government employees, agency and civil service procedures offer grie-
t \ k

o 14 nce appeal mechanisms. Yet recent public &d.sputes between,m6agement and em-
.

4
.

,'

ployees at the.Food and Drug Administration4 and the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion5 have revealed important cases in which these mechanisms,have not adequately
proteCted employees who-have raised issues of public palth and safety. Indert,

it was the revelation of numerous agency retaliations against' dissenting Federal
employees, which led Senator Edward Kennedy to introduce legislation in 1975 to

uptect federal' employees who.on their own initiative provide information to the

public which the public is .entitled to request-under'the Freedom of Information

Act.6

Legal Protectioi of Professional Responsibility

The United States has no general law such as Great Britain's Trade Union
and Labor Relations Act, under which appeals of unfair dismissal can, be taken

to various industrial tribunals; 7 but 'particular provisions in U.S. law_do.give

some protection to employees who bring specified classes of occupational or en-

vironmental ,hazards.to official attention.8 Thus, for example, the Occupational

Safety and Health Act of 1970 contains the provision that:

No person shall discharge or in any manner discriminate
against any employee because such employee ties filed any
complaint or instituted or caused to be instituted any
prpceeding under or related to this Act or has testified
or is about to testify in any such proceeding or because'

of the exercise by such employee on behalf of himself or
others of any right afforded by this Act.

, _

The section then goe on to 'describe enforcement of this protection. Briefly,

an employee who feels-th he has been discriminated against because he bas aided

enforcement of the Act may omplain within 30 days to the Setretary. of Labor;

the Secretary must investig e_..the complaint and make a finding'within 90 days.

If the Secretary determines that an employ or other party has violated this

section of the Act, he must bring an action in a U.S. district court. ThesCourt

may order "all appropriate relief including rehiring or reinstatement of the

employee to'his former/position with back pay."

A recent report by Morton Corn, then an Assistant Secret Ay of Labor, on

the implementation of this provision indicates that, as more Workers-become

'aware of the employee protection provision of the Occupational, Safety and Health

Act, the 'number .of complaints have risen: about 700.in F1 1975 and 1600 in FY

1976.9 Approximately 20 percent of all the complaints were determined by OSHA

'investigators to involve violations of the Act. Somewhat more than half of these
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(or a few hundred) were settled out of court - typically by offers or'reinstate-
meg, back pay, and the posting of a notice to employees by the employer describ-

_4cAng the dAwimination action and its settlement. Corn cited the following two
ases as evidence that e6ployees lit4gotection against retaliation:

-__

1) In a small town in South Dakota, an employee anonymously filed a safety and
health complaint which triggered an OSHA inspection,of his place of work. In.'
......_

retaliation,
!

the employer suspended all employeeswithout pay until the com-
plainant stepped forward. HAas then fired and the rest of the employees were
reinstated. Ultimately, as a ,result of OSHA's.intervention; the employer offered
the employee full reinstatement with back pay. w ,

.

'
v. e

2) In New Mex ico, a part-time school bus driver complained to his employer thats
some of the, )tises had deficient brakes. When-his complaint was lignoted, he con-

.'

tacted the ftate Department of Transportation and the State Police.. The safety
inspection which repulteci was followed by his dismissal. After complaining to
OSHA, he was given / /back pay (he didn't want:his job back) and the employer posted
a notice for its other employees describing.'the case.

--,
\

. .

-._. I
,,,,---..,

In cases were a settlement was not negotiated and the case was taken to
court, things gid not work out so well for employees who took complaints ofre-

N
re-

taliation to OSHA. At the time of Corn's report November 1976), about,60 ases
had been,taken to court: 6ue had been won and eight lost, with the remainde .'

pending. Because of the slowness of the legal,system (and to some extent becaus
of lack of enthusiasm within the Labor Depar nt about prosecuting:employers),
it appeared that recourse to the courts had h ped few people - except as a thr at.

. ,i. ,

There are of: course limitations. to any kind of protection that can be
offered to a dissenting employee in an organization. Legislation might prote t
his livelihood, if he 'is found to 'have acted responsibly, but, in tha---long.run,
if e management does not want him, he will probably find'his position so frus-L.

tr tfng that 4e will decide to leave of his own accord -, as in the school bus
driVer case. This does not mean that mechanisms to provide emihoy'ee protection
re\necessarily valueless, however. They can protect the employeefrom being:
rapidly "railroaded" out of his livelihood; they provide him with an impartial
hearing; and if the examiners find he has acted responsibly, then he will have
some protection against being vblackballed" in his search for another job. ,

Dealing With the Issues

, Thus far, we have discussed only the protection of dissenters. Arrangements
to deal with the substance of the dissent are, however, at least as important as
the protection of the right of responsible dissent. For, evens if dissent is
protected., itwill be pO,intless if it does not give rise to a competent outside
review of the issues in dispute between the. employee and his management and, if
necessary, bring abdut outside intervention. Current institutional arrangements
for holding organizations accountable in such cases are,tad hoc and generally ')
ineffective. If the dispute receives enough public attention, the organization
involved may set up an "independent blue ribbon panel of experte or request a .

review by an exi'sting advisory panel. However, such a panel - because of its
special relationship with teloanagement of the organizat o

(n
- will usually
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report its Tindings in such muted tones that the agency is neitherseriously-

embarrassed' nbr. forced to do anything as serioukas reorganize its management
personnel or basic approach - evet if ,the panel 'finds that the employee has

'raised sote valid issues.

In addition to providing more adequate protecstion of dissenting employees-,

,therefore, we need more independent mechanisms for revewing the issues raised -
even when the issues are highly technical and therefa2 intimidating to the

public or Congress. Here again professional societies can'play an important'.

role. Joel Erimack and I have argued elsewhere that a greater involvement of
the scientific community in independent policy analysis i5 necessary if We are

to make our institutions accountable by peer review for the way which theyde-
velop,and regulate technology - just as the indilfidual scientist is held account-
able by peer review for the way in which he does his science. -°

Finally, it should be emphasized that the protection of responsible profes-
sional dissent is not an issue of concern to professionals alone. Increased pro=
tection of the professional freedom and responsibility'of scientists and engiT,,

neers in industry and. government would most'likely provide other social benefits.

Our society can no longer afford to wait to correct a technological problem until

it is possible to count. the bodies, There are just too many dangers? some of

which may not be visible before it is too late to avert a catastrophe. Further-
, more, the longer society, waits befor it mandates the rectification of techno-

logical blunders, the more expensive and. disruptive corrective actions become
and the greater the reluctance of industry and government to Make the necessary

changes. This usually results in expensive, patched-up partial solutions instead
of technologies designed properly,from the beginning. Indeed, eaikier identifi-

cation andlattention eo technological problems could prevent, the waste of tremen-

dous amounts of intellectual energy, in struggles Overwhether or not to change.

deployed technologies.

lir In summary, wh.400.sliat Issue here is the extension of the basic scientific
freedoms enjoyed by scientists engaged in "pure'' research to thoge proTessionals
responsible for the aevelopment and regulation of the technologies spawned by

that research.

NOTES

1. A selection of the Codes of Ethics of professi nal societies are reprinted in

_Appendix B of Ralph-Nader, Peter Petkas, and Ka Blackwell, Whistleblowing,

(New 'York:- Grossman, 1972). For, an example of th employment guidelines

which have recently been adopted by many large en neering and scientific

societies, see the employment guidelines promulgated by the National Society
of Professional Engineers (Professional Engineer, ebruary 1973: 37-44).

2. James Olson, "Engineer* Attitudes Toward Professlionaliam, Employment, and

Social Responsibility," Professional Engineer,, August 1972: p. 30.

3. For example, Frank and Edna Elkouri, How Arbitration Works,'3rd ed., (Wash-

ington, D.C.: Bureau Of National Affairs, 1973); and Walter E. Baer, The
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Labor Arbitration Guide, (Homewood, Illinois: Doti Jones-Irwin, 1974). ...;

i

4. See e.g., InvestigationLof Allegations Relatitg to the Bureau of Dtugs, rood and
Drag Administration.by The Review Panel on New Druz Regulation, Department
of Health, Education ai&Welfare, 1977.,, .

.
:s
o, )

. a
5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's OSafety and Licensing Procedures. Hearing

,before the U.S, Senate Committee on GoyernmerOperations, December13,,
:. 1976.

6. 4 See Federal Employee Disclosure Act of 1975, S. 1210, Herings before the
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the Senate Judi-
ciary Committee, April and June 1975.

7. Dudley Jackson, Unfair Dismissal, (Cambridge, England: Cambridge, University
Press, 1975).

8. Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-596, Sec.\11C);
Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 (P,L. 91-173, Sec. ft0b)
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (P.11% 92-500,, Se
507);. Safe Drinking Water Act (P.L. 93-523, Sec. 1450); ,Toxic Substatice

Control Act of 1976 (P.14, 94 -469, Sec. 23); ReSource Conservation and Re-
covery Act of 11576 (P.L."94-580, Sec. 7001); and the proposed Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1976, S.3219, Sec: 36.

9. 'Morton Corn Assistant Secretary of Wor, Memorandum for the National Ad-
a

visory Commktee on Occupational Safely and Health:IiscussiOn of OSHA's
Program for Discrimination Investiga,ions (November 15, 1976).

10. Advice and-Dissent: Scientists in the Political Arena. (New York: Basic Books, 4-

1974; New York: New American Library, 1976). 2 o
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B. Commentary on "Professional Freedom and'Responsibility:The Role of the

Professional Society"
.

by Phillip I. Blumberg
University' of Connecticut School of'Law

Fr nk von Hippei raises some fundamental questions about the freedorri of :

-scient is to challenge publicly the acts of their employers in response to per-

/sonal udgments,of the '!social responisibility" of,their employers' operations.

The problem involves,some of -the basic questions of our ti : How to preserve

individual freedom in,a society increasingly conducted by immensely large and

powerful organizations? How to achieve greater accountab ity an the part of
such'large oronizationsand thereby strengthen (if not ctually preserve), free

institutions and a democratic society? How to make aVai able ta the public

sufficient information td' permit full and informed discu sion of matters of

ublic concern?

These problems are much more complex and their answers much more obscure

than seems apparent-`from yon Hippel's comments.

First, how can we determine the circumstances under which an individual '

employee's sense of,ethical values or professional responsibilities (pr political

views) should prevai Oq the traditional duties of loyalty, obedience, and

confidenLality,,to the emOloyer and thereby justify, the employee's unauthorized

pub]. ic disclosure of nformation about the employer's buSiness or affairs?

t the outset, wmust recognize that the lac/ and practice in this area

distinguish between government,and business or other organizaLons.1 The Fed-

eral

'

Constitution protects the rights of government employees (and of private

employers whose affairs are so intertwined with governmental activities as to

cause courts to conclude that their activities are the equivalent'of,governmA-

tal ac4on). The SuprImillert has held that in the bs'ence of pioof of false

statements knowingly oi r esslx made, the governmett.employee'S .right of

freedot of speech provides protection against 'dismisSal because of public state-

'ments critical of the agencyr government pertaining to ari'issue of public

importance.? The Constitution, however, is a prdtection only against goyernmen-

tal repression. It does not apply to private organizadions, no matter how large

or powerful or "public" in their operations (provided their'activieles are not

the equivalent of governmental.action). Similaily, the Federal and..state

Freedom,of Information Acts establish guidelines to open wide areas of govern-

mental operati ns to public scrutiny.. No sucla, stgtdtes;appiy to non-governmen-,
.

tal organizati s. r

For non- governmental organizations; development- 6f the law is ttill in its '

early stagea;.' Recognition of the extent to which the operations of large cor-

porations affett us all and thecsefore in many respects present issues of impor-

tant public conernis beginning to be reflepted in judicial decision.3 ,

/1 48 , .
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- We must first recognize the urgent need for painstaking analysis. Unless one
would argue for an essentially anarchistic society where an employee woula be
free to disclose anything about an employer for any reason the, employee might
deem valid, ten clearly we are committed to the principle that disclosure as '

such is not necessarily justified in all cases. We cannot avoid the difficult
problem of defininga standard by which we can determine the circumstances under
which disclosure in the particular case'is proper. ,

The law of agency, which governs the relationship of employers and employees
in- non- governmental organizations, already offers sqme guidance in the resolution.
of these questions. It already recognizes that in some circumstances unauthorized
disclosure is proper. These circumstances heye been carefully defined and to
date have been restricted to unauthorized disclosure of an employer's 'conduct
that f§:

a) criminal, or

b) fraudulent, ory

c) "iniquittous" (i.g.,near fraudulent).4,

I
The law of agency s ilarly recogAizes that in some circumstanc s an agent

qr employee is released r the traditional duty of obedience. Theseciroum-
stances include/hot only. he foregoing, but also those that would require conductwhich would be contrary t the bUsiness.or professional ethics of the agent or
employee.5

,

As von Hippel recognizes, the development by professional organizations of
Standards for professional conduct involving such matters as disclosure or:dis-
obedience offers a fruitful avenue for accommodatingthe conflicting interests
that make thisproblem so difficult. The law has alreadyrecognized the validity
of this manner of resolution and the opportunity is available.

The problem of belling the cat remains,, however: how do we define profes-
sional ethics in a way that will balance the opposing forces and be acceptable
to the profession? It maybe worthwhile to emphasize the importance of a re-
solution that commands the overwhelming support of the professional society in
question. Unless the code has the widespread.support of the profession, it loses
its legitimacy; in this sense, it resembles the law itself. Codes or.laws are
live and survive only if freely supported without coercion by the society to

'which thy pertain; if they do not possess such support and involve coercion or
a significant dissenting"group, they ultimately collapse.

$

.
.

Politicization of professional societies to encouratge disclosure for the
sake of political objectives involves sev4ral dangers. Increased divisivengss
'within the societi,.distraction,from its tthgr'objectives, and tO's potential
weakening or disappearance are one class of dangers. Another is.the impairment
of the respect which such a code will command not only among the professionals
concerned,but from the law itself. ,,
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In contrast, codes of ethical conduct that command the support of the great-

bulk of the professionals in question can be expected; to command respect from

the courts and provide considerabie,protec'tion for profesSionals conducting

themselves accordingly. -'

OTO achieve such support, the formulation of suCh,,des must priceed in an

atmosphere which will recognize and seek to reconcile aifferent points 'of view,

respect for the .opinions of others, and dedication to commonly accepted values.

In view of the very real advantageS that could be achieved,through the sucTessful

adjustment of-conflicting interesn7 it is to be hoped'that continued efforts to

achieve greater individual freedom will proceed inosuch a manner.

asiow. 4
n

.

I wish to turn now t the immensely important distinction drawn by von Hip-

pel between an employee's right to dissent and the substance of the'dissent. The

employee's exercise of his/her right as a citizen to discuss publicly matters of

'public concern that involve the employer reisestquestiOns about the social desir--
ability of an emploxer's ab lity to control the after-hours conduct ofem=

ployees in their role as c tizens.' American traditions fully Support such g

freedom on the part of the employee, and as already noted, the Supreme Court

has,upheld this right for public empllees. No court has'yet so held-in the

case of a private sector (i.e.,'non-gdvernmental) employee. jgeverthelesi, one

may ,confidehtly expect that th*law will ultimately recognize sore legal redress

for an employee discharged or otherwise,penalized for such behavior. So long

s ;he employee's acts are not maliciouS (i.e., made withthe purpose,ot causing..-

injury to the employer) of made for pecuniary advantage, the sAbstanceof the

dissent is quite irrelevant. The public Upterest in the freediscussion of.ideas

does not rest on the validity.o4the.peint of\iew expressed: Where dissent in- ,

volves no unauthorized di4clo'sure; the cost of sanctioning such conduceis

and of pfohibiting it, high. ,;Gov&rnments and non-governmental organizations

alike can readily survive pUblic critiCipm by some of: their employees..
I n/0

, e

Dissent,- howevqr, will-on occasion in o lve pnauthorized disclosure. Indeed,

without the discYosure, a dissentqt0,:be,,lgeffeotive. However, this type pie:-

sents a much mqr difficult,probi0):' OrgAnizati ns,cannot fUnttion in anarchic

fashion; soMe.hierarChy,and,disaiiIine are essential. Obvious'censiderations

sup .t.ihe preservation' of some inf6-Ma ion as confidential and-the, duty of an

employee to ireat'it as sucht,The murk' question is when the publib interest in

-having information publicly availagre outweighs the genuine usefulness the
organization in keeping it confides al. 'In such a balancerttlpe natuz of the

information, the nature of theortan,zition, the employee'sspurposes in disclo-

sure, the public purposes served by d closure, the public loss in the event of

non-disclosure, the organizacion's,ppr oses'served by Confidentiality, and its

loss fro'm unauthorized disclosure all require painstaking evaluation. The

//stance of the dissent is obviously, relevant to the eValuacion.
'i,,, a I"

`
.i

A
,

.

. _ .

A final comment. Von Hippel, seeks to move beyond the,emploYee's,right to

dissent as a citizen without;unauttioritedlisclosuie, and, as well, beyond the

employee's right to make unauthorized disclosures -tinder' circumstances not yet'

,
. . - .,

-
.
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s"

defined. He_calls,further for an external independent org nAation - apparently
a court of science to receive the employee's "indictment' and i't!Ntry the em-
ployer. This suggestion is made in rough-hewn form c"bring about outside inter-
vention"), and seems to imply the need to create a 14hole new legal system for
the adjudication of scientific controversy in areas of public concern. Such a
'far reaching proposal should not, howeVer, distract us from the important
business at hand: the painstaking development of increased protection of the
employee's right to speak out as a citizen on matters of public concern and the
establishrpent of'civilized standards defining the circumstances where the public
interest-Isuld be served by unauthorized *disclos4e.

.

v. ,.,

NOTES

1. Leaks (i.e., unauthorized disclosure b governmental employees to the Con-
gress, to the presls, and to the public),are an accepted feature of the /

political scene, phrticularly when performed by governmental officials
seeking to influent e the decision-making process. It is not surprising that
it has also been utilized by "dissenters" in government as a method of ex-
posing or criticizing decisions or policies of which they disapprove. Un-
authorized disclosure by non-go4ernmental employees is less common and less
accepted. The "public" dimensions of husiness are not yet recognized,as an
inttgral part of the political-process,

2. Pickering v. Board of Education, 391'1.1.S. 563, 88 S.Ct. 1731, 20 L.Ed.2d
811 (1964. See Van Alstyne, "The Constitutional Rights of Public Employees:
A Comment on the Inappropriate Use of an Old Analogyr,11,16 U.C.L.A. Law Re-

-view 751 (1969).

3. E.g., Herald Co. '. Seawell, 472 F.2d 1081 (10th Cir. 1972); Bangor &
Aroostock)R.R. v. Bangor Punta Operations, Inc., 482 F.2d 865 (1st Cir.
1973), revtd, 417 U.S. 751 (1974).

A 7

4. Restatement of Agency (Second) Sec. 395, Comment f (1958); Initial Services
Ltd. v. Pulterill, [1967] 3 W.L.R. 1032, 84 L.Q. Rev. 8 (1968); Gartside v.
Outram, [r857] 26 L.J. 113.

5. The 114 of agency includes the body of comMonlaw (judge-made) decisions Aye

that pertains to the rights and powers of agdnts (of which employees repre-
sent one class) to act on behalf of their principals (or employers) and
the'crduties to their prlciflals.

section 385(1) of'ih Restatement of Agency (Second) (1958) imposes
upon an agent "A duty to obey all reasonable diiections" of his/her princi-
pal. Comment a notes:

In determining whether or not the orders ofhe principal
to the agent are reasonable...business or professionalvethics

. -. ...are considered... In no event would it be implied that an
agent has a duty to perform acts which...are illegal or un-
ethical...
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C. Scientific Society Involvement in WhistleblOwing

by Rosemary 411: Chalk

' Staff Officer
Committee on Scientific Freedom and Responsibility
American Association for the Advancement of Science

In 1975, an ad hoc Committee of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science (AAAS) published a report reviewing theothanging social context

of scientific.freedomand responsibility.. The report, prePr?ed by John T. Edsall,

rphaSized the scientist'S primary responsiioility to the public interest and the

potential conflicts between this responsibility and loyalty to an'employer.

Whistleblowing involves situations in which -a scientist, engineer;

physician, or other expert, becomes aware Of hazards arising from

some process, material, or product, or, on the other hand, becomes

aware of possible improvements in technology or procedure that

deserve to be adopted but are being neglected.' Issues of public

safety are frequently involved, and often, the whistleblower works

for the marketer of he process or product. ,Some may argue that

Tersims with expert nowledge have a 'right' to release information .

in their possess , if such release is in the public interest.

-Others-would that itt is the responsibility of such experts to
release the information, even though they might prefeeftlairemain

silent. Both rights and responsibilities are clearly involved here,

but it seems Clear to us that the responsibilities are primary.1

As an example, the Edsall Report described a whistle-blowing incident.

invoNing three Westinghouse Electric Corporation engineers whohad worked on

the development of the an Francisco Bay Area Rapid Trahsit system (BART). The

engineers were fired tafter they had disclosed information abgut safety defects

in the BART braking 'system to-members of the BART Board of Directors. After the

firing, the California Society of Professional Engineers(CSPE) initiated an Inc--

quiry which publicized the issues involved in the engineers' acqon'and which

led to an investigation by the California State Legislature and furthei piblic

4iscussion of the potential risks in.the braking system. CSPE further attempted

to file a regal suit on behalf of the engineers but werejniable,td follow through

on this action.

In response to the BART case, the AAAS ad hoc Committee asked whether or

not the professional societies should be 'exRected to play a mores visible role in

1 supporting those scientists who act in the public interest. Their
0
concldsions

were: .
,

.
. \

.

liow active can, and should, professional cieties be in s'imcr

fictively fighting on behalf of .their mem ers who are attempt-

ting to defend the public interest? Most, such societies have

in the pastretained aloof from conflicts of this sort, and,..,,,

have
tofti

taken attitude that the.purity of their devo-

All
.tion'o die a varncement of'their respective sciences would

somehow be contaminated if.they entered thd public arenato

context such issues. Wg believe that such attitudes are no
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longer appropriate. The scientific community can no longer
remain apart from the conflicts of our time, -where so many
technological decisions are being made that vitally affect.?
thb well-being of society. We are not proposing that pro-
fessional socigties should take public stands on large'gen-
eral political issues, such as the legitimacy of theyiet-
nom War; individualmembers of the societies, when their
concern.is aroused, Should deal with these-matters by other
mechanisms. -However, in matters directly related to the
professional competence of members of the society, where
the public interest is clearly involved, we believe that the
societies can and should play a much more active role than .-
in the past. They can deal.with such issues.by setting up-
committees of inquiry, in cases where a serious violation
of scientificresponsibility is suspected; by publiciz ng
the results of the inquiry in professionaltjournals, nd,

if necessary, in the more popular jou9als and in the news
..I media; and by calling ehe matterto the attention of govern-

. mental.bodies.".,. They can on occasion ,launch lawsuits on be-

half of members who have apparently suffered injustice when
acting on behalf.of the public interest.3

Since theBART case, other indiViduaa scientists and engineers have spoken
out about the public health off, safety dangers of products or services produced
by their employers. Occasionally, whistle-bloWIng incidents have occufred with-
in government agencies, when staff scientist and enginees ,from the regulatory.,
agencies have appeared before congressional(committees to testify aboUt viola-
.tions of internal agency regulations which may-Involve _a -threat to the publiF
interest.

4 - ,

The erponal histories Of indiViduals.who have chosen to serve the publi
Interest the expense of orgailizational loyalty emphasize the courage and
commitmen required to risk dismissal and other potential adverse actions by em-
ployers. At the present time, there are several efforts underway to mitigate .

adverse consequences through the 'support of the scientific community in geneial
and the professional societies-iri.pareicuiar. Whistle - blowing' represents a

particularly complex problem to a scientist because of a, set of loosely,defined
interlocking responsibilities to ptofessional colleaguesremployers".ond'the
pUblic, as well as to the discipline and tolthe concept of science itself.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that these responsibilities re mutually

t
.-

supportive, if not identical, and thus in the past there have.b en relatively ,

few efforts to identify which loyalties are primary. 4 .--"--

In 1976,, the ?OAS created anew standing Committee bri Scientific
_

Freedom
and -responsibility to develop further the findings of the Edsall Report. This

-kAAS
,-,

Committee is broadly chartered to encourage the affiliated societies to

develop procedures supporting those scientists who act irk the public
1terest.

The Committee is also authorized to refer indlvidual cases to the affiliates and .

to review caseswheresupport might be provided directly by AAAS..After one year
of Committee activities; it is-difficult to judge whether or not the scientific
societies will be willing to support thqse individual-scientists who,risk employer

..,..., ,
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loyalty in the public interest: -Butf.a few actions can-be noted here:

1. Awarenegp, of the problem. The whistle-blower is often- viewed by/many

c011eagues tOlely as a trouble-maker or publicity-seeking disgruntled employee.

The, first step in developing professional suppof?, therefdre, is tocreate.a

general. awareness that the whistle- blowing problemtranscends the cir.cumstances:,

of the individual caught up 3n °a particular issue. To foster this awarenesS, the

Committee on Scientific Freedom and Responsibility sOOnsoring a ,symposium,

"Whigtle-blowing and Scientific Responsibility: TheManagement of Technical

Dissent," at the 1978 AAAS Annual Meeting.4 Symposium participants will examine

two particular whistle-blowing incidents in government regulatory aimicies (the

Food, and Drug Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) ISA the 'com-

mon aspects o4heSe incidents. In addition, a subdoMmitteechaifed bi,Prank

von Hippel*, ilso examining ,the general principles .involve in whistle-bldiaing

and alternative means of providing, protection to individuals ho raise importanC

dissentistues.5 '

2. Development of professional support. In May 1977, H. Bentley Glass,

chairman of the AAA'S' Committee, wrote to the executive directors, and journal.,

editors of the AAAS affiliated societies, encouraging them to take a more active

tole in the conflicts between scientific responsibility and the demandsc,of pri-

vate dr publid-employers. The letter noted.that, in p rticular:
4

...It.would appe that the education of cientists.and

engineers in the i sues,of conflicting loyalties associated
with'scientific freedom and responsibility should be a

major concern of professional societies. , In fact: however,

there-is a surprising lack of dis'cussion of these issues

in the society journals and newsletters...The effect is to

isolate the individual professional manor woman`from the

benefit of learning from the experiences of other colleagueg

in "dealing 'With these situations:.. We urge you to open A

forum in your journal or newsletter for a discussion of

issues Of scientific freedom and responsibility as it

relates,cp.pour own,Trolession. 4

/ 9
-

, More thantwenty society directors and'editors responded to Dr. Glass's letter

. indicating that they would welcome suggested references and materials that mi

f
be included in such a'forum. Several societies, including The Institute'OF

-,ManagemenE Sciences and the Human Factors Society, published the full text of th

letter in their rnals;'others indicated, that the -would be"willing to publish

articles or editorials on this topic by the AAAS Committee members. .

Not' all responses were--nvorab150, however-. One society reptesentative in-

dicated that a discussion of th&issues of scientific' freedom and responsibility

is"outdide the purposes of our organization and our.journals. if we had a

nel>sle\tter or some such publization for aphemer.;.1 material th then such a fdfum

might very we;01 be apprpriate." Other societies expressed a 'belief thaOuch

.sr

, At

_ *See the article oh this subject by (rank von repel in this issue of theit
I .

Newsletter Ed. . 4 I '

--.'...N.

....
c.'
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issues would be more appropriately discussed in zeneral scientific publications
such as Scien e.

3. Review o individual caieS.. This area has been the most difficult to de-
Velbp: The CSFR,has created a Subcommittee, currently chaired by,Harold P.
Green, to review individual cases of infringeMents of'scientific freedom and
responsibility. :However, of the first fifteen cases reviewed by the Subcommittee,
no one'case seemed particularly relevant to the whistle-blowing issue. ' The
cases primarily involved charges of interference with the publication pf re-
search data, interference by project supervisbrs with the research procedures of
the clSimant, and charges of dismissal or administrative discrimination (trans-
fer, denial or promotion, etc.) on the basiS of information disclosure withojt
author zation. In none of these first fifteen cases, did the research data at
questi n appear. to be of particular relevance to the public interest. The Sub-
committ e is continuing to review cases and to develop additional experience in
this area.

Other organizations' are also developing interes;t3-in th whistle-blowing
phenomenon nd are exploring ways to protect individUals invEdved. Several,

civil libertarian groups, including the American Civil Liberties Union,,are exam-
ining the phenomenon from the freedom of speech perspective; the Institute of
Policy Studies in Washington-, D.C.,is studying it in relation to the accounta-
bility of government decision-makers; and some environmental public interest
groups are using it as 4-catalyst for particular government program reforms.'

\
The internal dynamics' and changing values of the scientific-commodty and'

the external social demands for professipnal and product accountability are
having a direct impact on the work-ethic of the scientist, and both forces,will

(

shape the future environment of science. For those individuals caught up in
the pressure of choice, h\dweyer, the absence of. clear gUidelines within their
professional societies or of-mechanisms for appeal represent closed doors in the "'
scientific community. The stkuctural reforms may be a long time coming; ,the

1 -individual's choices are being made today.

It should be noted that one particular impediment to developing Professional
. society involvement in the whistle-blowing vrscess has been the belief within .

. . .

. . . the scientifiC communityfthat a whistle-blower must be right before earning
. .

community support. Because of this belief, more attention has been given to
vel.ifying the accuraCy,of findings and sources of data than to exploring the

.

,.,

issue cif dissent or developing protections for the dissenter.. It should not be
necessary fQr the whistle-blower to be in% correct in-order to gain support
from'his or,hermprofesSional colleagues. The basis for scientific'society in-
vOlvvent should not'rest exclusively on whether the whistle=klower 'is right or
wrong, but rather on whether the issue of dissent is important in terms of its
effect gn the public interest. If the issue is important, then deveopicg pro--
cedures for airing both sides of a,dispute will becqme a My element in providing
support. Focusing solely on the accuracy of the claim gas in the past completely
blocked this, development process. e

Over twenty years ago, Michael Polanyi analyzed the effect of viewing'ideas
through the right/Wrong filter:
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In the days when-an idea could be silencedby showing
that itrwas contrary to religion, theology was the
greatest single source of fallacies.. Today, when any
human thought can be discredited by branding it as un--

-scientific, the power exercised previously by theology t

has passed over ,r,o- science; hence,, science.hasbbcome
in' its turn the ,greatest single Source of errpr.6

To brand the whistle-blowdr's claim as ."unscientific" divorces him from his

mos natural constituency, the sci,eintificcommunity, The net effectof this
div rce is to isolate and baStardize the whistle-blower, and.to inhibit the 6c4,-
°en ific community from ptoviding visibility and support for those Scientists who

ac in the public interest-.

NOTES

1. Scientific Freedom'and Responsibility, A Report of the AAAS Committee;pre-

pared by Johyr-T-Edsall. (Washington, D.C.: American Association for the

Advancement of Science, 1975) P. 5
'tY

2. A case study of the ethical problems involved in the BART ,case is being pre-
pared by Robert M. Anderson and'his associates at Purdue University, under
a grant from the NSF Ethics and Values in Science and Technology (EVIST)
Program.

ti

.3. cieniifiNreedom,and Responsibilit?, (21 cit., p. 39.7" /
4. A copy of the symposium program may be obtained upon request'to the author.

se

5. Articles by Dr. von Hippel on the need for protection of whistle-blowers have
appeared in Physics Today (October 1977) and Technology and Society [the news-

letter of the Committee on Social Implications of Technology Of the Institute
of Electricaland Electronics Engineerpl- (June 1977). See also the editorial

by John Edsall,"SCientific Responsibility," Bioscienc 29, September 1976:

p. 531.

,6. Michael Polanyi, Science 125, 1957: p*.-480.

f
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VI. ADDITIONS TO GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

Aroskar, Mila, and Robert M. Veatch. "Ethics Teaching in Nursing Schools."the

HastingS Center Report, August 1977: '23-26.

Presents the'results of a1976 survey of the status of ethics teaching in U.S.

nursing schaofs.

Ashby, Lord, and Mary Anderson. "SLdies.in the Politics of Environmental.Protec-

tion: The Historical Roots,of the British Clean Air Act, 1956: III. The Ripening'

ofPubliC Opinion, 1898-1952." International Sciences Revie42, September 1977:

190-206. 4<"

This'article, last of three in a series on the campaign "to abate smoke i,n the
cities of,England," focuses on the political action, social activism, andren-

vironmental circumstances which comb' ed to sway public opinion before t e

passage of the Act 1n_1956- end, the authors define the imports ce
"three preiequisites for successful legislation to abate smoke": Wsci ntific
knowledge and practicabletechhology, 2) practical means of,surveillance, and

3) the need for politically practicable measures.

Bevan, William.'"Science in the Penultimate Age." American Scientist 65, Septem-

ber/October 1977: 538 -546.

,Technology is not value neutral, it is. a reflection of the culture; thereforer

.the emergence of a new sociai.climate demands matching sensitivity in tile

scientific and engineering communities, and some adaptation of kriown attributes

o scientific research to the changing social climate. Bevan makes suggestions

for, facilitating the "several .roles of science and technology" in the more

effective promotion of human welfare including °greater active involvement

of scientists and scientifid,societies in the political process.

Block, N.J., and Gerald Dworkin, edb. The IQ Controversy: Critical Readings.

(New York: Pantheon Books, 1976).

Primarily a collection of readings on- two crueial and intriguing debates over

the validity and application of measures of,tntelligence. The Lippmann- Terman

Debate of the 1920's gains added perspective through comparison to the modern

debates centering around Jensen, Lewontin and Kamin [on Sir Cyril Burt]. The

-section on "social and political consequences" contains a variety of commen-

taries and points-of-view and the finallengthy essay by the editors brings

together the critical issues and t e ethical, social, political and educational",,

implications of both .the tests, t analyses of test data, and the controversies

surroundingk-hem.
.41

British Sqciety for Spcial Respo ibility in Science. "Protecting Production Or

.

Workers ?' Nature 270; 10 November 1977: .'n.93.

The Work Hazards group of the BSSRS reports on its ac rivities and analyzes the

4, 'conflict between production and safety.

°I V
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Bryant, Ian. "ViviseCtion: A Chapter in the Sociology of Victorian Science."
Ethits in'Stience and Medicine 4, 1977: 75-86.

This paper - a ase study of social conflict irivolving'the ethics and public
relations of sc ence - examines the ethical controversy surrounding the prac-'
tice of li a m.4) experimentation in tire years 1871-1900, a critical period
for the estab 'shmgnt of physiology in ,Britain. In the hostile climate'engen-

.

dered by anti-vivisectionist agitation, physiologists and medical scientists
were called upon to publicly defend their research methods. This-paper examines
the arguments used,by'scientists 'under press e' as a result of their support.
of animal experiments, and offers some.empiric 1 evidence of the nature of
ethical conflict in science. Implications are alspdxawn for the-institution-
alization of an emerging scientific specia t in aaverse.social circumstances.

. Garter, Luther J. ) "Coal: Invoking '-The Rule .-f Reason' in Energy-Environment
Conilict.," Science 198, 21 October 477: 276-280.

Describes an "ambitious and unusual" at.tempt by environmentalists and indus-
trialists tb'reach a consensus on some of the still-unresolved issues asso-
ciated with the mining and turning of coal.

Casper, Bviity M. "Scientists on'the Hill." Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
November 1977: 8 -15..

.
-'

,
...

. .

An ap4y4ts of the Congressidnal science, fellowship program (which began in
1973). and some of the problems that have arisen out orip success.

-.-
Cole, Stepnen, Leonard n, and Jonathan R. Cole. "Peer Review and the Support

of Science.:; Scientifc American 237, Octdber 1977:.^34 -41.
4 A

tePorts th' finslings of a lengthy sOciologl.cal study of the operations of the
peer revs -syStem at the National Science Foundation, including,a statistical
analysis f the evaluative grocedures on which funding decision --eke based.
"Our resu is to date have, yielded little evidence of support of he main
criticisms that have been made of the peer-review system. On the\tontrary,
bwe'have tentatively concluded that the NSF-peer-review system is i general
an equitable arrangement that distributes the.limited funds aVailab e for
basic research prtmarily on the basis of the perceived quality of th .proposal.
In particular, we find that the NSF,does not discriminate systematics 1Y
against noneminent scientists in the t ys that some critics have charg d."

Comber, L.-C and John P. Kneeves. International Studies j.n valuation Science
Education in Nineteen Countries, An Empirical Study- (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1973).

Ar

*, Report on a massive evaluation c6nducted from

(results) of science education, as part of an
dl assessment and comparison of newer science
and relation of achievement to various sodtal
ables.
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Computers and Society' Bibliography. (Copi

.Department of Computing and Statistics,
Gloucester Point;°Virginia 23062, at $2

abroad).

es are available fro Gerald L. Engel,

Virginia Institute of Marine Science,
;30 per copy in the'U.S., $3.30 mailed

A bibliography containing 2000 entries on "Computer Impact on Society': and -

"Computer Literady Courses and Material", on microfiche.

Cornfield, Jeiome. ",CarcinOgenic,ilik Assesftent." Science 198, 18 November 107:,
.

693-699.

htmans, of agents found to bye

scientific, and public
Discusses the problem of assessing, the. risk, for

carcinogenic in animals, touching on statistical,
policy considerations.'

Cournand, Andre. "The Code of the Scientist and Its Relationship to'Ethics.".

Science 198, 18 November 1977: 699-705. .

Argues that the "norms" of science die in danger of seig.ous distortion unless
they are broadened to apply to the relations between scientists and non-scien-
tists and are .complemented by an "ethic of development".

.,.

Crosland Maurice. "History of Science in an National'Context.:' The British, -

t
Journal-,i.for the History of Science, July 1977:, 95-113.

. ,
I

%

In this'Presidential Address tp-the British Society for the History of. S,cience

Crosland assesses the advantagL.s and disadvantage of various,approaches to t

history of science. While stressing thrmerits "area studies" - "In t
reception of scientific theories, national factors areof major importane
Crosland also recognizes the dangers of parochialism an nationaism that
be inherent in that approach. .

Davies, Duncan, Tom,Banfield, and Ray Sheahan. The Humane Technologist. (New York:
'v.-N. .Oxford University Press, 1976). .

, . -, 4
An attempt to integrate social, econdmic, and philosophic thinking and ,theories

into the design,and engineering of technological sYst' s 0

Davis, Bernard D. "The Recombinant DNA Scenaiios: Androm da Strain, Chimera
Golem.V American Scientist 65, September/October, 1977:: 547-555. ..

Discussion of the most prominent to arguments for or agains 'various

metgods and outcomes of ReCombinant DNA research, particularly in the -light of
knowledge from epidemiology and evolutionary biology. Davis concludes that

the three scenari s mentioned in the title are "product[s] of man's literary

. imagined° .nd not hi,s technology." 4
it

, -

Deitchman, S our J. The Best-Laid Schemes':'A Tale of Sbcial Research and

Bureaucrac (Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT'press, 19761

, ( ..

A first-person account of how and why the social science community and the

Defense Department failed to establish a working accomodation in the 1960's.

^
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Divergent objectives' ! clashing values and factionalism are'manifeSt in the
program of governmentrsponsored social research.

Dubos,Rene J. The Professor, the Institute, and-DNA: Oswald T. Avery, His Life
and ScientifidcAdhievements. (New York: Rockefeller University Press, 1976).

A colleague recollects tqe accomplishments of a leading figure 41 moT4ular
biology and assesses hi'S role in the development ofthe field and the vitality
of the Rodkefeller InStitute during his tenure there (191348).

Fields,Cheryl. "Women in Science: Breaking the Barriers." The Chronicle of 'Higher
Education, 31 October 1977: 7-8.

Report of a recent AAAS conference on women in science, including a description'
of legislation planned by Senator Edward Kennedy Which is designed to eliminate
"cultural, educational, and institutional" blocks to full participation in
science by wom.

Fine, Jacob. "Rx: a p ew system for physicians."Bulletin of the Atomic
Seientists 33, Sep 77: 39-43%

...There is a large amount of unsatisfactory cre, which the medical prfes-
sion...must face with, more effective measures than those which are currently
in' operation." Fne propose's the establishment ofoan independent national
"board of peer revtew to monitor the performance 'of every practicing physician,
arguing that the magnitude of the undertaking is warranted by the importance
of its objectives. ' ti

Finocchiaros Maurice A. "The UseS of History in the InterpretatitIn of Science."
The Review'of.Metaphysics, September' 1977:, 93-107.

Maintaining that'",the most si,&ificant trend in recent philosophy of science
has been one of historical orientation:'-, the author distinguishes three
separate aspects of "historical orientation" and presents a critical discus-
.sion of examples. Much of the, analysis focuses on the work of Imre Lakato§
and his followers.

Gilbevt,,John P., Bucknam McPeek,. and Frederick Mosteller. "Statistics and Ethics
in Surgery and-Anesthesia," S nce 198, 18 November 1977: 684-68 .-

Focuses on the
are subjected,

of a series of
and anesthesia.

ethical issues 'Wised try controlled trials, in which patients
randomly, to different treatments. Analyzes published results
randomiZed,clidical trials dealing with - innovations in surgery

Goodfield, June. "Humanity in Science: A Perspective a Plea." Science 198,
11 November 1977: 580-585.

Examides, the meanings of "humanity in science";.' 1 ks at t historical roots
of contemporary "schisms", and argues that the,s ence "profession's alle-
giance can no'longer be to a methodological ethic lone."

A
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Graham, Loren R. "Political Ideology and Genetic Theory: Rusgian and Germany in 111

the 1920's." Hastings Center Report, October 1977.: '30-39% ,' .

. ....
. N

i

...r
, . .

.F.,.eamparative study of the development of eugenic movements, in the 1920's,,in

WeiMar Germany and Soviet Rutsia in order to gain insights into "the connection
between. science and pplitical values." Although ?today it may appear that there
is a natural alliance betWeep eagenics and conservative, even fascist, senti-
ments," the.analysis,indicates that "t'hat liniCwas'not logically preordained... s.:,

and was not perceived in the early ,tclienties by.large numbers of radical social

',critics." Graham contends at "the quedtion of whether theories have ii them-

selves pOsitive or neg ve value connotations cannot be answered on an ab-

stract level, However ,/'in a .given historical situation.:.rival scientific
theories always exist and havetheir influence within the cOntext.of given

sets of socia and political circumstances...Within ,those frameworks, rival

scientific theories do have differentiated value implications, but they derive

their value meaning much more from their relationship's to'these external .

factors than from anything inherent in the science."

Greenberg, Daniel S. "Lessons of the DNA Controversy." The New England 'Journal- of

Medicine, 24 November 1977:N 118T -1188.

"The most erroneous, and trouble-spawning, lesson that Caul& be drawn from the

...controversy over recombinant DNA research is that science brohght misfor-(

tune'upon itself by going public with what-should have been a matter for in-

house settlement." A cogent' analysis of the controversy.

'amMerton2 M. "A, Fashionable Fallacy." New Scientist, 3'NoveMber -1977: '2742-275.

-The natigin that scientific advances. are determined by ;,'social-and-economic
factors"-is dissected and found wanting.

I

Hay astair.'"Health and Safety 3 Years On." Nature 270, 10 N vember 1977:

91-93. .

. . .

Traces the activitiesarid troubles of f UK Health and Safety Commission:- y,

charged with securing the health, safer and welfare of people at work, and

the public - since its inception in 197

. .0.
.

. ,

4.

Herbert, Victor, "Acquiring New Informati'n While Retaining Old Ethicse," Science

198, 18 November 1977: 690-693.'
.

43 ,f

Describes numerous cases to illetisirate same of the ethical and legal problems

2- "of human experimentation.

_Hoffmann, Banesh. "Unexpected Rewards." American Journal ofiPhysics September

- 1977: 787-794.

A host of anecdotes presented bo convince researchers df the need to "search

the archives" for Oidenee of the emotion and the other human values inherent

in theecreative procesSes of science.
,.

Iceman, Le "Perspective on the Worldwide Deb to and Public Opinion on Nuclear
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Power," Science & PublicPollPytOctober 1977: 465-482.

.Reviews the 'development and current status of the nuclear debate in the United
States and selected European countries.

"Intergovernaental Relations and the Environment in West Germany and the United
States." (Bloomington, Indiana: Institute of Ge n Studies, 1977).

This monograph contains' the proceedings of aconference held in April 1977 and
includes papers on the regional organization of the EPA the U.S.a as well as
on the relation of Bund and Lander to environmental protec on in Germany, ehup
enabling so me interesting international comparisons. Availep for $1.50'from
the Institute, Ballantine Hall 666, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana
47401. ,N

"Kennedy Defends FDA Policies and Actions." Chemical and,Engineering News.55,
12 September 191' 7: 21-23.

o

-Interview with FDA Commissioner Donald Kennedy on the current scientific and
.

public policy issues facing his agency; his assessment of the FDA performance
' to date and views on future actions.

King, Christin. "China - a new role for science." New Scientist, 6 October 1977:
52-33.

Recent pronouncements by the Chinese government indicate a new emphasis on
scientific research and a turn toward more traditional Western science.

Knowles, .John H.,,ed. Doing Better and Feeling Worse. (New Yvk: W.W.-Norton and
Compang,.Inc., 1977), ,

Subtitled "Healtiviri the United States", Pus is a volume pf 20 esSeyeby
physicians, economists, and political and social scientists. Their articles
deal with a wide r nge of problems and quest ns: thipsoaring co is of medical
care, medical man ower and training, biomed cal researph, ethics, delivery
systems, technolo y, insurance, and the me ning of 'health'. Contr ors are:
Ivan Bennett, Jr. Philip Berger, Daniel Ca lahan, Merlin DuVal, Robert Ebert,
Leon Eisenberg, Re ee Fox, Donald Fredrickso , Eli Ginzberg, teatrix Hamburg,
David Hamburg, Herbert Kiernan, John qhbwles, Walsh McDermott, Stanley J.
Reiser', .',Julius Richmond, David Rogers, 'Ernest Saward, Lewis Thomas, Aaron
WildaiskY.

-
*

Mahoney, Michael J. Scientist as Subject: The Psychological Imperative. (Cam-.
bridge, M ,...._,Massachusetts: Ballinger Press, 1977). . ,

.

,

*
,

The author attptS'to examine the'prevalent"popular image of the scientist
in view of known and measured attributes of real scientists, but he goes be-

,- -, yond simple compa143;fin in his assertion that "popular misconceptions of the

scientist signific ntly threeten'thevery foundations of scientific knowledge."
He argues that r ognition by scientists of the falliability of many of these,
images - as manifested in actions and attitudes Oithin science is imperative
to reform of science itself: En.b. 7/ in a brief appendix, the author reports

, ,--

'\,
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on his survey in which "almost half of the scientists reported knowledge of

at least one instance of data stippression,ineir field,"'as well as other

intriguing but skimpily-peported results.]

Mangun, Williap Lissell. "The PublicAdministration of Environmental Policy:
A Comparative AnalySis of the United States and West Germany."(ploomington,

Indiana: Institute of German'Studi s, 1977).-

A comparison of governmental and inst k4tional arrangemerits for envirorkental

quality monitoring and control. Available for $2.50 from the institute,,allan-

tine Hall 666, Indiana University, Bloomington; Indiana 47401.

Masters, William H., Virginia E. Johnson, a Robert C.. Kolodny, eds. DerIcal

Issues in Sex Therapy and Research. (BIT Massachusetts: Littlelwn and
Company, 1977Y.

Based on the procAllings of a tonf ence devoted to the identification and dis-
.

1 cussion-of'fundamental.ethical issues in therapeutic and investigative,

approaQhes to human sexual4y. Special sections on .the historical backgroUnd,

theological perspectives; informed cohsent, and confidentiality commend thi

book to ethicists in many fields. The insights and attitudes of.sex researchers

and therapists are of particular interest beCause of the public and published

controversy whichcan-ofterrattend the wort. Recent heightened efforts by

professional sex therapists and couns rs to regulate the traiping nac-

tice in their field through state legislatiodand public educat n have - I

demopstrated'the importance of discussion of these assues within field

and, as Kolodny points out, of analysis il current public attitudes to both

sex.research and therapy. :

. ,
,

.

McEleeny, Victor K. "Coast Concern Plans Bacteria Use. -for Btain Hormone and In- -

sulin." New York Times, 2 December 1977: D1, D9.

A,California company has announced plans for commerclal use of the teOglques

of genesplicing (genetic recombination). The firm has indicatedthat the
manufacturing ugsation will follow the guidelines imposed on Federally,
Supported research laboratories,by the National Institutes of Health.

Medawar,'P.B. "Fear and.DNA." The New York Review of Bookp, 2T
I
October 1977:- --)

-14-20:;

An essay-review of three recent books on the recombant D
June Goodfiele, Michael Rogers, and'Nicholas Wade. Profes

'
sympathize.with laymen and'legislators, who are trying to make

whole strange farrago of pipe dreams and nightmares", Medawar
the charge that."for their exces of fearfulness, laymen have
to blame-and their nightmares are a judgment upon,them for a

scientific illiteraCy..:"

g

ontroversy by
to 'very deeply
sense of this

nonetheless makes
onl themselves
.deep -s ated

:

terlyi September 1977-: 526-535.

Milch,'34ome. "The Politics of Technical AisIgice.4 Administrative Science Quar-

ft4
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Anesilay-review of six books - some new, othermopublished in 1974 and 1975 -
which aftalyze differedfaspects of the impact ofIvechnical experts on the for-
-mation of public policy.

Milgram, Stanley "Subject Reaction: The Negle.1!cted Factor in the Ethics of Experi-
mentation." Hastings Center Report, OctOber 1977: 19-25.

Noting that "many experiments in sociaepsyc ogy cannot be carried ouf if the
subject likows about the 'exPe'riment before hand Milgram attempts to reconcile
the need or InforAd consent [ "the cornerdtbne of ethical practice in'experi-
mentation with human subjects"] with the use of "deception" ["technical illu-
sions"] in so& psychological experiments.

Morse,°Philip M. ,I1atthe Beginnings: A Physicist's Life. (Cambridge, Massachu-
setts: The MIT Press, 1977).

>
Morse does not succumb to the common temptation facing scientists writing auto.,
biographies. *This is a narrative of his life, full of facts and incidents, but
there is little- exposition or interpretation on'what it all may mean to society.
He knows what it meant to him; for us, he'says it best: "My task in this
narkation has been to .tell my soryas frankly as possible, in the Hope that
the reader carirsort out the pattern and the message." And later, "For those
who Ake exploration:'immersion in scientific researah is not unsocial, is not
dehumaaizing; -1.n fact, it is a lot of'fun. Pithy, succinct, and educational.

4
*Mullins, Carolyn .1. 'A Gilidelo Writihg and Publishing in the Social

and' Behavioral Sciences. Mew York: John Wiley and Sons, 19771. -

A masterful compilation of information and instructions on writing, revising
and publishing technical articles and books. Extensive cross-indexing and metic-

ulopi oganizational details make this book more useful than conventional grammar'
and style books and its breadth of dispnssion (from how to negotiate with a
publisher to ho to deal with sex-linked pronouns) makes it useful to acade-
miciAns, student's, bureaucrats, officestaff members - and person in a techni-
cal field who has'need of a4heTerence for writing, typing, or publishing a

.

book, article, dissertation, or report.

Netiopal Academy, of Sciences. Research with Recombinant DNA. (Washington, D.C.:
National Academy ofj5iences, 1977),..

Based on an Academy fotum held'in Spring, 1977, the volume contains an explana7
tiorCof the fundamental,prin4ples of recombipant DNA research, as well, as
cussions of Rcientific and public policy qqestions. Contributors include
Maxine Singer, Danlel.Callahat ("The Involvement of the Public"), Erwin Char-
gaff, Daniel NOthqns Paul Berg, Robert Sinsheimer, Sir John Kendrew ("Re)
search' with RecombinIn.t.015STA in Euro e"), Bernard Davis, and Stephen Toulmin

4P6 ,.(,1 The Research and -the Public Inter se) .

.

National Academy, of Sciences. $cience, An American Bicentennial View. (WaShing-.
4ton, Natiorial.Aeademy*of Sciewes, 1977).

65
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A. selection of, commentaries drawn from a series of Academy ForuMs,held in 1975-
76 in celebration of the Bicentennial. The 25 se*ctions, typically_4-5 pages

,

in length, are orgariized around three themes: "Scie tific Theories and Social

Valties"; "The Citizen ah4 the Expert", and "The Use f'Knowledge: Frontier

ExPansionnward Development," (.1.--------e..-
Nelkin, Dorothy. TeChnological Decisions 41'd Democracy,: European Experitherts in

Public Participation.'(Beverly Hills, alifornia': SAGE Public ons,j1977). '

.
...--

.Bald on field reiearch in Sweden, Austria, and the Netherlands, this co'para-
tive study analyzes citizenslvfforts t Influence policies for science nd

technologyand government in±tiati s to structure more direct public in/ volve-
\,meut in policy making. The foc s on changing forms of, participation in \
\

three technical policy areas: physical planning, nuclear energy policy, and '

,science research policy, e kin's aim is to illustrate the ways in which

national political const ints and traditional assumptions shape the commit-

ment to andiforms

$
of cit zen participation.

,

Nelkin, Dorothy, and MIchaelePollak. "The Politics oE Participation and the

Nuclear Debate in Sweftn, the Netherlands, and Austria." Public Policy 25,

No. 3, Summer 1977: 334-357. -'"
. I

I /I- ,

Compares the efforts of three countries to_ broaden public involvement in energy '

decisions. The comparison reveals how participatory reforms develop as a means
to win acceptance'of controversial government polieiesrhow the shape of the
reformS reflects different political expectations about the function of citi-
zenship and' the role of government; and how perceptions of the problems of
participation-vary according to national political objectives.

Noble, David F.--America by Design: Science, Technology, and'the Rise of Corporate

/Capitalism. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977).

Noble provides a useful history of the interaction of U.S. science and indus-
try, and, of the complex development of engineering education and professional
accreditation in engineering. Detailed attention to the corporate Control of
'patents and the roleof the individdal inventor vis-a-vis the corporation

combine with accounts of the rise of "Scientific Management" toa4-depth and
additional exampled'ofd the author's theses. The'book outlines howithe rise of
science-based industry, the development of technical education, ap4 the emer-

gence of the professional engineer each reflected and contributed to the
process of technology as corporate sociAl production.

4 ,

Nunn, Clyde, "Is_There a Crisis of ConfidenEe in Science?" (editor*) Science
- 198, 9 December 1977: 795.

\ Although recent surveys show that less than a majority of Amcricens4ave "a
7 .great.deal" of confidence in science, other data suggest that "aMbivalence,

not rejection, best characterizes publiC attitudes ", Date also indicate that

"fewer science-related items appear in newspapers than the interest ratin
k-indicate should be there..." .
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. Patten, Steven C. "Milgram's Shocking EAperiments." Philosophy 52, No. 202, Oc-

tober 1977:. 425-440 rc

,

A reexamination of the controversial obedience experiments designed and conduc-
ted in the early 1960's by social psychologist\Stanley Milgram.

"Physicists'and Washington.V Physics Today 30, August 1977: 23 -48.

Special series of article which dociument some of the'current measures of providing
scientific advice to the government; ,

1) Mike McCormack, "Legielating the Nation's Science Business" - how scientists
can participate;
'2) William A. Nierenberg, "What Physicists Can Do in WaShington" - history and
future directions;
3) Richard A..Scribner-and-Mary L. Shoef;,"Four Years pf Congressional Science

Fellows" score card for the APS Program;
4) Allan'Hoffmann, Thomas Moss, and, Haven Whiteside,_yHelping_Shape Legislative
Policy" - former fellows describe what it's like inside Congress.

Reilly; Philip. Genetics, Law, and Social Policy. (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Reward University Press, 1977),.

411

In,a book which does not require s ecial backiroundin'either law or genetics,
Reilly explores the ethic 1 and leg implications of what he calls "negative
eugenics" - that is, the U.S. commitment to reducing the incidenCe of human 0.

gtpetic disease, Through a study of geneti creening laws and the provisions
for large data banks of information about the genetic constitution of Odivi-
uals, his book attends to some of the m st interesting and vital questions
f this new interface between science, the law,and society.

R tterbush, Philip C. "ThePubliC'Side of _Science." Change, Septemb'er 1977: 26-.

33,-64.

Why
.

do so few scientists deVote.time and effort to communicating knowledge to
the lierieral public? Ritterbush argpes that it'is partly because scientists (--

assume' that the knowledge f.s beingrdisseminated,..by other.institutions: print
iournalisin, the'broadcast media, secondary-level science education, and
museums. Finding the performance of these institutions wanting, the author

.-

suggests alternative mechanisms. /
(

6 Rodman; John.. "Theiiberation of:Nature?" Inquiry, Spring 1977: 83-145.
, . 4,

,

*

A thoughtful essay-review of two books which espouse the position that nature
(including but not restricted to animals) has, or should be given, rights:
Christopher Stone's Should Trees Have Standing?: Toward Legal Rights for
Natural Objects (Avon Books, NeW'York, 1975); Peter Singer's Animal Liberation:

.. A New Ethics for our Treatment of Animals (New York Review apd Random }Ouse,

New York, 1975): #

.

I(

$RusSett, Cynthia Eagle. Darwin in America: The Intellectual Response, 1865-1912.
(San Francisco, C liforniar: W.H. Freemen and "Company, 1976 ?.''

1

*
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%

Russett sees Darwin as one of the "sreat'synthesizers", in the sense of his °

gathering and .organizing of the data-but also in his consequent "radiant" ef-

fect on 'society and science. -This essay describes that effect on certain ,'

American intellectuals as seen in the public record of ,the time.4Inoparticnlar,

Russett focuses on Piercw, William James, Henry Adams, Veblenand the writers

Norris, Whitman, Nand London. A crisplrwritten acciount with man6t,subtle insigtbs,

this book should appeal to..11 wide variety of readers.
, ..

.
. ,. _

"Science Crisis in European Societies?" (conference). Science & Public Policy;

October 19-77: 397-453.
. 4

,
.

.

S

.
r . )..2

,

Four key papers pr ed at a symposiuM on "Science Crisis in European Socie-

ties" held in BrUsWe:s in June 1977. "Mektaftivphoti's Of Science" by I. P'rigo-

gine; "Crisis Of SCience, Crisis of Society" by Jean - Jacques SaloMOn; '!Science

Today and ItsEniiironmeni'" by Peter Weingart; "Turning'Points?in'the Relations.

of Science with ociety "' by Jerome R. Ravetz.
. 4

".

s

,

Searle, G.R. Eugenics and Politics in Britain, 1900-1914. (Leyden, the Nether

lands": Noordhoff, 1976).

An analysis' of theeugenics movemeplin the Context of contemporaneous British

politics. \(See also he review by Ruth S. Cowan'tn.,4-cience 198, 4 November,

1977: 498-499).
A

Shapley, Deborah. "Redearch Management Scandals\Provoke Queries in:Washington." .

Science 198,25 Nbverhger 1977: 804 -806.
.

. '- .

Sparked by revelations of'abuse and questionable,ractices, federal agencies

.J,

;ire e giving close scrutiny4togragts and contracts to universities, hosOitall.11

and, other research institutions.
,

Sherwell, Chrig.'"Harmony of Practice." Nature 270,.10 NOvember 1977: p.94. 4. '

\

`e 1

\'
\Reports

Smith; R. Jeffrey. ' ')Electroshock ExperiMent at Albany Violates ft:hics,Guidelines:"

Science 198, 28 October 1977,! 383-386. ,

continuing European initiatives to control,recombinant DNA research.

TheState University of New York at Albany has been harged withziolating

federal an state regulations whichcequire all research on 4umarrsubjects to

e approv , prior to experimentation, by an institutional ethic's committee.

ttorneys for Phe university have admitted that, in some cases: projectb were

n subm tted fOr appiwoval; proper nsent was not obtained from participants2;

and participants were not given a f r explanation of risks.

Steinfels, Margaret O'Brien. "Ethics, Education; and_ Nursing Practice:." Hastings

Cegter Report 7, Augudt 1977: 20-21.

Report ofa conferenceon teaching ethics in a nursing context, spOnsored,id

.S.Spring 1977 by the Institute ociety, Ethics,and the Life Sciences.
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\ :

Studer, Kenndth, and Daryl Chubin . "Ethics and the Unintended Consequences
of Social Reseirch: A Perspective from the Sociology of Science." Policy
Sciences 8, 1977: J11-124.

-
'

Arguing that "successful social science requires 'the development of a "social
ethic" or "sense of research responsibility ", this article examines impediments
to ethical reflection in sociology, with particular emphasis on sociology of
science..

"Symposium on Research Ethics." Public Opinion Quarterly, Spring 1977% 100n112.,"

A

Includes 9n article,,"Invisible Coding of Survey Questionnaires",by J:13. Dick-
soncee- al., and six commentaries by persons active in or knowledgable about
survey research. According to the Editor's Note: "This article, unlike most
POQ articles, is an expression of opinion rather than:a report of research
findings. Because of the increasing concern abdut ethical issues in research
on the part of the public, government, and researchers themselves, we decided
to print it and to invite comments from people who have been involved...with'
public opinion research including mail surveys or with ethical and legal issues
concerning research." v

Tukey, John W. "Some Thoughts on Clinical Trials, Especially Problems of Multi-
Plicity." Science 198, 18 November 1977 679-6 4'2

An overview of statistical and ethical issues' n the design-and analysis of
clinical trials,"with particular emphadi on problems of nliiplicity.

Wade, Nicholas. "Medical Research'in Engl : New Directof Seek§ to loose Morale."
Science 198, 9 December 1977:, 1021-1022. r

The new director of the UK's Medical Research Council, J.L. Gowans, is espotising
a scientist-oriented research policy, with expenditures independent of social
and political pressures.,

a
C.

i

Wade, Nicholas. "Scandal in the Heavens: Renowned Astronomer Accused of Fraud."
Science 198, 18 November 1977: 707 -'709. . .

-.

fd-
..

. , .

"...a devastating blow has be struck to the geocentric thep'tLQf the universe"
' concludes Wade, in describing a current dispute about the legitimacy of the:
data reported by ClaudiuS Ptolemy around A.D. 150.

Walsh; John.- "Social Studies of.Science: Society Crosses Disciplinary Lines."
S.Q.I.ence'198, 18 November,1977:. 706-707.,' . .

.

N

An account of the'Oteober 1977 mtetin23-of the Society, for Social Studiei of -.

,

e

Science (4S). -

.... .

Walsh, John. "U.S. West European Cooperation inSdience Seems to besDeclining."
,..

. Science 198',' 14 October 1977: /1757177.
:

. ) ,

g

Preliminary evidence suggests that thAtwo-way scientific traffiC between the
. ,

4 a
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U.S. and, Western Europe is slackeni g. The situation is caving concern on both.
sides of the Atlantic-and efforts to get a statistical picture of the S roblem
are underway at the National Academy of Sciences", the Royal Society in itain,

by several federal agencies.

Walters, LeRoy, d. 'Bibliography of Bioethics-, Volume Three. (Detroit, Michigan:
Gale. Research Company, 1977).

, -/-

This is. the third in a series of annual .volutes pn English language materials -
print and non-pri4 - on topics of blIethics. Volume Three covers more than
1500, doCuments from 1973 through, 196, most of which were published an 1975..
Included in the volume is a Bioethic Thesaurus, an'index 'language to facili-

:'tate the translation of'concepts.into searchable terms.

Wax, Murray L: "Fieldworkers and Research Subjects: Who Needs Protection?"
Hastings Center Report 7

-1,,
August 1977: 29-32.

t
.

Analysis of problems of informed conaat in group research. .

,
,-;/'

Wolman, M. Oft-don. "Interdisciplinary Education: A. Continuing Experiment.'
Science 198; 25 November 1977:'.800-804.

°Describes nine years of experienceith'a graduatd level interdisciplinary
program dealing with the environment. Despite the strong rationale for inter-
disciplinary seUdies, such education 1 efforts confront "major difficulties
in virtually every area relate tq e-process of education "'., The author
describes awl analyzeg problem of philosophy (d5fining'the coreof study), :-
faculty, students, curriculum, research, money, and evaluation.

Wright, Susan. "Recombinant DNA Technology: Who Shall Regulate?" Bulletin of'
the Atomic Scientists, October 1977: 4-5.

.
,

(

'Wright analyses regulatory legislaeion under consideration by the Hou(and
, .

Senate in Feli1,11977, and drtaws on the British experience for comparison.
.

.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS

The Newsletter on Science, Technology & Human Values is a quarterly
review of issues, actions and edudVtional activities concerning the

, ethical implications and social consequences of science and technology.

Editorial coverage includes:
Ethical problems and value conflicts generated by contemporary
and historictl developments in the natural and social sciences
and technology;

- Ethical issues and problems which arise in the course 'of .

scientific research and technological development, incldding
those encountered by scientists and engineers in their
professional capacities;

- The impact of changing ethical and social standards 9n the
conduct of science and technology - e.g., on the establishment
of research priorities and policies.,.and :on theregulation and
applicatianofresearch;

7,Issues pertaining to the public understanding of science and
technology.

.

,Readers are encouraged to submit: NEWS ITEMS (announcements of meetings,
publications, activities, educational programs, fellqwship oppo.itunities);
BIBLIOGRAPHIC ENTRIES; LETTERS; RESEARCH REPORTS; and ARTICLES.

.

*1111- NiWS ITEMS and BIBLIOGRAPHIC ENTRIES are -subject to the following deadlines::

For the OCTOBER issue -1.September 15
.y-FOr`the JANUARY issuel-, December 1

Feir the APRIL iss'ue.,,,-. March 7

Fo

_

JipNE'issuF - May 8 .

RESEARCH REPORTS de.sc.ribe on or recently completed projecin
the 1.r4jec.4,L-a-reaS. described -above.; appropriate-length'is 5-10 pages,

doublepaced0'.., ,:'. .

s/: i , , , , ,, .- 4
. .

ARTICLES and COMMENTARIES ON ARTICLES, are.refereed. :4RTICL&S shOL4
`. be limited to 25-AgeSI double-Spabed; COMENTARIES shoLdflbe no
monger than 10 pages', double7spaced. To facilitate blind-review,'
.6. autrtbrS ap ,requeste8*to,place identifying _information on a'separate. .

tish9et. ;Papers should be submitted in duplicate. Prospective authors\

are invited.tv communicate witt the' Editors prior to formal submission
.. .

' of articles. '

.

'
.
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